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Abstract

High-dimensional state spaces and/or decision spaces sometimes arise when sequen-

tial operational decisions need to be made dynamically in reflection of complex sys-

tem information. To tackle the “curse of dimensionality,” effective heuristics are

needed that achieve both computational efficiency and satisfactory performance (e.g.

high revenue or low cost).

This dissertation studies two such problems with three essays. The first two

essays consider a dynamic pricing problem faced by a seller of a limited amount

of inventory over a short time horizon. She faces an unknown demand which she

must learn about during the selling season from observing customer purchase de-

cisions. This problem can be formulated as a Bayesian dynamic program, with a

high-dimensional state space representing the prior belief about the unknown de-

mand. In the first essay, we develop insights, solution bounds, and heuristics for

the problem. It is demonstrated that our derivative-based heuristics provide good

revenue performance compared with two well-known algorithms in the literature. In

the second essay, we apply open-loop policies to this dynamic pricing problem and

reveal counterintuitive observations. In particular, incorporating more information

into a policy may actually hurt its revenue performance. This can be explained by

the incomplete learning effect under limited inventory.

The third essay studies the hospital’s problem to dynamically schedule elective

surgeries in advance. Since after surgeries patients stay for a random number of days
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in an ICU with limited bed capacity, the schedule takes into account current and

future ICU congestion and dynamically adjusts itself accordingly. This problem is

formulated as a dynamic program where both the state space and the decision space

are infinite-dimensional. We devise two schemes to relax the problem as an alloca-

tion scheduling problem and use the solution to the relaxed problems to construct

heuristic solutions to the original problem. Numerical experiment confirms that our

heuristics outperform benchmarks.
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1

Introduction

When operational decisions are made sequentially (or periodically) to incorporate

latest system information with the objective to optimize an overall performance mea-

sure, such a problem is oftentimes formulated as a dynamic program. For example, a

seller with a limited amount of inventory may wish to dynamically adjust the selling

price in reflection of her latest inventory level so as to maximize her revenue. A

hospital with a limited bed capacity may wish to dynamically control the admission

of patients in reflection of the occupancy level so as to minimize congestion. If com-

plex system information is involved for decision making, the dynamic program may

result in a high-dimensional state space. Furthermore, if the decision is also complex

(for example, making several decisions simultaneously each time), the decision space

is also high-dimensional. This “curse of dimensionality” makes dynamic programs

highly difficult to analyze and compute. As a result, approximation techniques and

heuristics are developed so that a solution can be provided quickly for decision mak-

ing that also achieves the objective (e.g., profit maximization or cost minimization)

reasonably well.

This dissertation studies two examples of such problems with a focus on the
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heuristics to solve them. It consists of three essays. The first two essays consider

a dynamic pricing problem faced by a monopolistic seller of a limited amount of

inventory over a short time horizon. She faces an unknown demand which she must

learn about for the benefit of setting prices properly, by observing customer purchase

decisions in each period during the selling season. This problem can be formulated as

a Bayesian dynamic program, with the system state containing inventory level and

her prior belief about the unknown demand. The problem is challenging because the

prior belief is high-dimensional.

In the first essay, Bayesian Dynamic Pricing with Unknown Customer Willingness-

to-Pay and Limited Inventory (joint work with Li Chen), we aim at deriving new

insights, solution bounds, and heuristics for this problem. In our model, each cus-

tomer’s binary decision (purchase or no-purchase) gives rise to a two-sided censoring

effect that leads to high-dimensional prior beliefs, rendering the dynamic program

both analytically and computationally challenging. Adopting an unnormalized prior

transform, we first show that the optimal price for this problem is always finite,

which motivates us to search for the optimal solution via the first-order condition.

To this end, we prove a generalized envelope theorem for the Bayesian dynamic pro-

gram and derive an explicit expression of the first-order derivative of the dynamic

program objective function. This derivative expression reveals new insights about

the intertwined effects of left censoring, right censoring, and limited inventory in

the problem. It also enables us to derive new, easy-to-compute solution bounds and

two derivative-based heuristics. The first heuristic approximates the derivative by

a weighted average of its upper and lower bounds, and the second heuristic uses an

easy-to-compute open-loop policy as a surrogate for the approximate evaluation of

the derivative function. Numerical studies show that both heuristics perform well,

with the second heuristic consistently outperforming existing heuristics in the liter-

ature.
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In the second essay, Open-Loop Policies in Bayesian Dynamic Pricing: Some

Counter-Intuitive Observations and Insights (joint work with Li Chen), we focus on

two well-known heuristic policies, the open-loop (OL) policy and the open-loop feed-

back control (OLFC) policy. We apply them to this dynamic pricing with demand

learning problem, revealing some counter-intuitive observations. In the ample inven-

tory case, we show that the value function of the no-updating system that generates

the OL policy is equal to the policy’s revenue performance. We also confirm that

the OLFC policy dominates the OL policy. However, neither of these two results

holds in the nontrivial, limited-inventory case. First, the no-updating system that

generates the OL policy will exaggerate the policy’s revenue performance. Second,

most surprisingly, the OL policy may perform better than does the more sophisti-

cated OLFC policy. We show that this counter-intuitive observation is a result of

the possibility that selling may stop prematurely upon inventory depletion, leading

to an “incomplete” learning effect.

The third essay, Dynamic Advance Scheduling of Elective Surgeries under Limited

Bed Capacity and Random Length-of-Stay (joint work with Jing-Sheng Song and Li

Chen), considers the scheduling problem faced by a hospital. The hospital performs

elective surgeries and emergency surgeries, and both types of patients need to stay in

an ICU after surgery. The ICU is equipped with a limited bed capacity, and patients’

length of stay (LOS) in the ICU is random. The hospital wants to schedule elective

surgeries in advance by providing specific future surgery dates at the time when

such demand arises, with the current and future ICU congestion level in mind. We

formulate this problem as a dynamic program in which both the state space and the

decision space are infinite-dimensional due to the advance scheduling requirement

(i.e. a complete schedule that prescribes the number of appointments for today

and all future dates). As we relax the problem by removing part or all of the

inequality constraints in the dynamic program, the problem is transformed to a non-

3



committal advance scheduling problem in which prior appointments can be freely

moved. This latter problem is then shown to be equivalent to a low-dimensional

allocation scheduling problem that can be solved efficiently. In view of this, we use the

optimal solution to the allocation scheduling problem to construct heuristic solutions

to the original advance scheduling problem. Numerical experiment demonstrates that

our heuristics are superior to benchmark policies.

4



2

Bayesian Dynamic Pricing with Unknown
Customer Willingness-to-Pay and Limited

Inventory

2.1 Introduction

Imagine that you have several spare tickets for a sold-out game starting in less

than a few days. You want to resell the tickets but are unsure about how much

potential buyers are willing to pay for them. How would you price your tickets

and possibly adjust the price in light of market response? In an empirical study,

Sweeting (2012) found that sellers have increasingly used dynamic pricing strategies

in secondary markets for Major League Baseball tickets. Many professional sports

teams have also begun the practice of dynamically adjusting ticket prices based on

demand (Rishe 2011). Moreover, the selling of unique assets such as houses, specialty

equipment, art pieces, and collection items bear similarity to the above problem

(Lazear 1986; Kandel 1990). All of these assets have a highly uncertain value, and

the customer willingness-to-pay (WTP) is usually unknown to the seller. The pricing

problem is further complicated by the facts that the inventory is limited and that the
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selling horizon is short, both limiting the opportunities for demand learning. In this

paper, we study the optimal pricing decision facing these three challenges—unknown

customer WTP, limited inventory, and short horizon.

Such a dynamic pricing problem can be naturally formulated as a finite-horizon

Bayesian dynamic program that updates the prior of the unknown demand distri-

bution with the observed demand realization in each period, allowing for a joint

optimization of learning and pricing (Aviv and Pazgal 2005). Unfortunately, the

resulting Bayesian dynamic program is analytically intractable, because the price

decision in each period affects all subsequent Bayesian updating of WTP distribu-

tions. Aviv and Pazgal (2005) proposed heuristics for the problem and evaluated

their performance using a performance upper bound. Besbes and Zeevi (2009) pro-

posed an alternative, frequentist approach for the problem. Their approach consists

of sequential phases of exploration and exploitation and is amenable to asymptotic

convergence analysis when both the inventory and demand rate are sufficiently scaled

up, such as in a high-sales volume environment with ample inventory (so that there

are enough sales observations to ensure convergence).

In this paper, we adopt the Bayesian dynamic program approach of Aviv and

Pazgal (2005). To gain sharp insights into the problem, we simplify their general

demand model and focus on the case in which the customer WTP is independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.) and there is a single customer demand arrival in

each period (e.g., Talluri and van Ryzin 2004, p. 203, Besbes and Zeevi 2011, and

Broder and Rusmevichientong 2012). Thus, in each period the demand is Bernoulli

with two possibilities: If a customer makes a purchase, then her (realized) WTP must

be greater than or equal to the posted price; otherwise, her WTP is below the posted

price. In other words, if the customer makes a purchase, the posted price serves as a

right-censored observation of the actual WTP (because one can infer that the actual

WTP is on the right side of the posted price in a real line); symmetrically, if the
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customer chooses not to make a purchase, the posted price serves as a left-censored

observation of the actual WTP (because one can infer that the actual WTP is on

the left side of the posted price). Therefore, the posted price is either a right- or

a left-censored observation of the actual WTP, leading to an interesting two-sided

censoring phenomenon (see Figure 2.1 for an illustration).

Customer WTP0 Posted Price

Customer buys the product 
if WTP ≥ Posted price

Posted price is right-censored 
observation of actual WTP

Customer does not buy the product 
if WTP < Posted price

Posted price is left-censored 
observation of actual WTP

Figure 2.1: Illustration of two-sided censoring in the pricing problem.

While our demand model is simpler than that of Aviv and Pazgal (2005), the

analytical and computational challenges remain. Due to the two-sided censoring

phenomenon described above, the current-period price decision has a heavy influence

on the updating of future WTP distributions, which makes the problem analytically

challenging (see §2.4 for details). Moreover, because the selling in each period results

in a binary outcome (whether the customer purchases a unit or not), evaluating

the performance of a given pricing policy requires computing all the single-period

revenue functions along a binary sample-path tree. Complicating things further,

the posterior at each decision node is different and sample-path dependent, and

there is no simple conjugate prior structure available to help reduce the posterior

dimensionality under two-sided censoring (Braden and Freimer 1991). Therefore,

computational time for evaluating all the path-dependent revenue functions along the

binary tree can increase exponentially in the length of the selling horizon, presenting

an inherent computational challenge for the problem. In this paper, we seek to tackle

these challenges by deriving new insights, bounds, and heuristics for the problem.
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We take the following approach to analyze this problem. We begin by applying

an unnormalized prior technique to transform the dynamic program formulation.

Based on the unnormalized prior formulation, we first show that the optimal price

under two-sided censoring is always finite, regardless of how limited the available

inventory or how long the remaining selling horizon may be. This is in stark contrast

to cases without two-sided censoring in which the optimal price can be infinity (see

§2.5.2 for such an example when WTP is observed exactly). Applying the heuristic

proposed by Aviv and Pazgal (2005) also yields an infinite price in some cases (see

§2.6), suggesting that a more effective heuristic is needed. Moreover, this finite price

result motivates us to search for the optimal solution via the first-order condition.

To achieve this, we prove a generalized envelope theorem for the Bayesian dynamic

program, which helps us derive an explicit expression of the first-order derivative

of the dynamic program objective function with respect to price. This derivative

expression is the first in the literature for the dynamic pricing problem with two-

sided censoring. Leveraging this result, we make the following contributions to the

literature.

First, an examination of the derivative expression reveals new insights about the

intertwined effects of left censoring, right censoring, and limited inventory. We find

that left censoring has an effect to reduce the derivative, thus inducing the seller to

price lower so as to reduce the likelihood of obtaining a left-censored observation.

On the other hand, right censoring has an effect to increase the derivative, thus

inducing the seller to price higher so as to reduce the likelihood of obtaining a right-

censored observation. In addition, the limited inventory has an effect to increase the

derivative, thus inducing the seller to price higher to avoid over-depletion of inventory

in the current period. These three effects work in opposite directions to influence

the optimal pricing decision. As a result, the optimal price in general can be either

higher or lower than the myopic price that maximizes the single-period revenue.
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Second, we use the derivative expression to derive new, easy-to-compute upper

and lower derivative bounds. These derivative bounds enable us to determine the

corresponding upper and lower bounds for the optimal price. We also find that when

there is only one unit of inventory for sale, the solution upper bound is the same

as the optimal price for a system in which the customer WTP is observed exactly.

However, this result does not hold in general. In fact, we show that the optimal

price of the exact-observation system may become lower than the optimal price of

the two-sided censoring system when there are more than one unit of inventory for

sale.

Third, and most importantly, we propose two new derivative-based heuristics for

the problem. Both heuristics solve the problem via an approximated first-order con-

dition, but with different ways to approximate the derivative function. Chen (2010)

proposed a similar derivative-based heuristic approach for a Bayesian inventory con-

trol problem with non-perishable inventory. His heuristic approximates the derivative

of the dynamic program objective function by a combination of the derivative of an

exact-observation system and that of a right-censoring system with perishable in-

ventory. Both systems can then rely on some conjugate prior structure to achieve

computational efficiency, with the latter further leveraging a simplifying recursive

relationship between the derivatives in consecutive periods. Unfortunately, no such

simplifying relationship exists in our dynamic pricing problem, nor is conjugate prior

structure available to help under two-sided censoring. Thus, the heuristic of Chen

(2010) is not applicable to our problem. Compared with Chen (2010) from pure

methodological standpoint, our first heuristic is similar in spirit, approximating the

derivative by a weighted average of its upper and lower bounds derived from an

exact-observation system that assumes away two-sided censoring (so one can use

conjugate prior structure to simplify computation). However, our second heuristic is

distinctively different—it directly approximates the terms in the derivative expres-
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sion by using an easy-to-compute open-loop policy as a surrogate for evaluation. The

approximate policies are evaluated under a two-sided censoring system, so by design

it does not rely on any conjugate prior structure to simplify computation. To evalu-

ate the heuristic performance, we follow the standard approach used in the literature

(e.g., Aviv and Pazgal 2005 and Chen 2010) to bound performance. Nevertheless, we

derive a new, ease-to-compute value function upper bound for this purpose through

our derivative analysis.

Finally, to illustrate the challenge of computing the optimal solution as well as

to demonstrate how to implement our derivative-based heuristics and performance

bound, we provide detailed formulas for the case in which the customer WTP fol-

lows an exponential distribution with gamma prior, and show that the computation

can be further simplified by a dimensionality-reducing scaling property. We con-

duct extensive numerical studies to evaluate the performance of our derivative-based

heuristics along with two existing heuristics in the literature: one from Aviv and

Pazgal (2005) and the other from Besbes and Zeevi (2009). Our numerical results

show that our second derivative-based heuristic outperforms all other heuristics and

that its performance is robust with respect to different WTP distributions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first provide a literature

review in §2.2. We then introduce the problem formulation in §2.3 and present our

analysis and main results in §2.4. A special case where the customer WTP follows an

exponential distribution is analyzed in detail in §2.5. In §2.6, we present numerical

studies that compare the performance of our derivative-based heuristics with two

existing heuristics in the literature. §2.7 contains our concluding remarks. Proofs

and additional results can be found in Appendix A.
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2.2 Literature Review

There is an extensive literature of dynamic pricing and revenue management (see

Elmaghraby and Keskinocak 2003 and Chan et al. 2004 for comprehensive reviews),

and many papers incorporate inventory consideration in pricing decision (e.g., Aydin

and Ziya 2009, Feng et al. 2014). Our paper is closely related to two streams of

literature on dynamic pricing with demand learning.

The first stream employs the Bayesian dynamic program approach to study the

problem (e.g., Aviv and Pazgal 2005, Araman and Caldentey 2009, and Farias and

Van Roy 2010). To gain sharp insights, we simplify the general demand model of Aviv

and Pazgal (2005) and focus on the case in which the customer WTP is i.i.d. and the

demand is Bernoulli in each period. Lazear (1986) considered a simplified version of

our problem in which he assumed that each customer has the same fixed (unknown)

singleton WTP. Under this assumption, based on the customer decision, the seller

learns that the underlying (fixed) WTP is either above or below the posted price.

Thus, the range of possible values of the WTP is narrowed after each observation,

and the dynamic program can be solved fairly easily. Relaxing the singleton WTP

assumption to allow the WTP to be drawn from a general probability distribution

makes the problem much more complex to solve. Kandel (1990, Chapter 1) was able

to provide a solution approach for a simple two-period problem with one unit of

inventory for sale. But beyond these special cases, the problem in its general form

remains difficult to solve. More recently, Cope (2007) considered the case in which

the available inventory quantity is unlimited and used approximate posteriors to

solve the problem. Our paper contributes to this literature by deriving new insights

and computational methods for the problem.

The second stream employs the frequentist approach to study the dynamic pricing

problem with demand learning (e.g., Kleinberg and Leighton 2003, Besbes and Zeevi
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2009, Besbes and Zeevi 2011, Broder and Rusmevichientong 2012, Harrison et al.

2012, and Keskin and Zeevi 2014). This stream of research focuses on deriving

asymptotic revenue performance bounds for various pricing policies in the long run,

revealing deep insights into the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation. It is

important to note, though, that these papers all assume that the available inventory

is either unlimited or scaled up to a sufficiently large quantity, such that enough sales

observations are available to ensure convergence. Since our paper focuses on the case

in which the seller has a limited amount of inventory to sell over a short horizon, we

adopt the Bayesian dynamic program approach as it fits our problem better.

Our paper is also related to the third stream of literature on demand censoring

(see Chen and Mersereau 2015 for a review). The two-sided censoring problem stud-

ied in this paper extends the right censoring problems considered in the Bayesian

inventory control literature (e.g., Lariviere and Porteus 1999, Ding et al. 2002, Lu

et al. 2005, 2008, Bisi and Dada 2007, Chen and Plambeck 2008, Chen 2010, Jain

et al. 2016, Chen et al. 2017). Specifically, Bensoussan et al. (2005, 2007, 2008,

2009) was the first to introduce an unnormalized-prior transform technique to study

Bayesian inventory control problems that involve right-censored observations. Our

paper applies the same technique to the two-sided censoring problem, which makes

the problem easier to analyze. We also find a dimensionality-reducing scaling prop-

erty for both the optimal and heuristic solution under the exponential distribution.

This scaling property is reminiscent of those discovered in Bayesian inventory con-

trol problems that feature either no censoring or right censoring (Scarf 1960, Azoury

1985, and Bisi et al. 2011). Nevertheless, we note that our Bayesian dynamic pricing

problem with limited inventory is fundamentally different from the Bayesian inven-

tory control problem in the following aspect. In our problem, because there is no

inventory replenishment, the problem as well as demand learning can end any time

when the inventory is sold out, which can happen long before the end of selling hori-
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zon; by contrast, in the Bayesian inventory control problem, inventory is replenished

in every period, and thus the problem as well as demand learning will continue until

the end of the horizon. For this reason, certain properties and methods that hold in

the Bayesian inventory control problem (such as the heuristic of Chen 2010) may no

longer work in our problem.

2.3 Problem Formulation

Consider a finite-horizon dynamic pricing problem for a single product, where inven-

tory replenishment is not possible during the selling horizon and the terminal value

at the end of the horizon is zero. At the beginning of each period, given the available

inventory quantity q, the seller determines the unit price p for the product in that

period. The goal is to maximize expected total revenue over a finite selling horizon

of T periods.

We assume that there is one customer arrival in each period. Time periods

are indexed in reverse order, starting with period T and ending with period 1.

The customer arriving in period t has WTP Xt, which is a random draw from

an i.i.d. distribution with a continuous density fpx|θq, where x ¥ 0 is the actual

WTP realization and θ P Θ is an unknown parameter of the distribution. At the

beginning of period t, the seller has a prior belief concerning the value of θ, denoted

by πtpθq. For ease of exposition, we assume that Θ is a continuous set and that

πtpθq is a density over this set; when Θ is a discrete set, all our analysis will carry

through by treating πtpθq as a probability mass function. We shall use πt and πtpθq
interchangeably and suppress the subscript t whenever appropriate in the context.

Given the posted price p in period t, the customer purchase decision Zt is binary:

Zt �
$&
%

0 (no purchase) if 0 ¤ Xt   p,

1 (purchase) if p ¤ Xt   8.
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As the actual customer WTP is not directly observed, the seller has to infer it from

the observed binary purchase decision. It is clear that the observation of Zt � 0 is a

left-censored observation, because one knows only that the actual WTP is less than

the posted price p. Symmetrically, The observation of Zt � 1 is a right-censored

observation. Thus, the posted price p is a two-sided censoring point, depending on

the customer purchase decision (see Figure 2.1 in §2.1).

The likelihood of an observation Zt � z, with z P t0, 1u, can be written as

P pZt � z|θq �
$&
%

F pp|θq if z � 0,

F̄ pp|θq if z � 1,

where F pp|θq � ³p
0
fpx|θqdx and F̄ pp|θq � 1� F pp|θq. Given the observation Zt � z,

the posterior of θ at the beginning of period t� 1, according to Bayes’ rule, is given

by

πt�1pθq � P pZt � z|θq � πtpθq³
Θ
P pZt � z|θ1q � πtpθ1qdθ1 . (2.1)

In the subsequent problem formulation, whenever there is no confusion, we shall

suppress θ in the posterior expression πt�1pθq, and write it as

πt�1 � P pZt � z|�qπt³
Θ
P pZt � z|θ1qπtpθ1qdθ1 .

Given price p and prior π, the expected single-period revenue can be written as

Rpp, πq � p

» 8

p

»
Θ

fpx|θqπpθqdθdx.

Denote pmpπq :� arg maxpRpp, πq as the myopic price that maximizes the single-

period revenue function. We note that if the predictive distribution
³
Θ
fpx|θqπpθqdθ

has an increasing generalized failure rate (IGFR), then the single-period revenue

function Rpp, πq is unimodal, and thus myopic price is unique (see Ziya et al. 2004 and
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Lariviere 2006). The IGFR condition is met if, for instance, fpx|θq is an exponential

distribution with θ either known or subject to a gamma prior distribution.

The dynamic pricing problem specified above belongs to the class of Markov de-

cision processes with incomplete information, which can be reduced to an equivalent

model with complete information by replacing the unobservable state θ with its prior

distribution πpθq (see Bertsekas 2001). With t periods and q units of inventory to go

and with prior π on the customer WTP, let Vtpq, πq be the optimal expected future

revenue to be collected. The problem can be formulated by the following dynamic

program: for t � T, ..., 1,

Vtpq, πq � max
p¥0

tGtpp, q, πqu

� max
p¥0

#
Rpp, πq � Vt�1

�
q,

F pp|�qπ³
Θ
F pp|θqπpθqdθ



�
»

Θ

F pp|θqπpθqdθ

� Vt�1

�
q � 1,

F̄ pp|�qπ³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ



�
»

Θ

F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ
+
, (2.2)

with Vtp0, �q � 0 and V0p�, �q � 0. The first term of the objective function Gtpp, q, πq
is the current-period reward, and the second and third terms are the expected future

rewards when the current-period observation is left- and right-censored, respectively.

Let p�t pq, πq denote the optimal solution in period t. Throughout the paper, we shall

pick the largest optimal solution when arg maxp¥0tGtpp, q, πqu is not unique. We

shall use the shorthand notation p�t when there is no confusion.

It is useful to first apply a transform technique to simplify the problem formula-

tion. Based on the Bayesian updating formula (2.1), define an unnormalized prior

π̃t�1 as

π̃t�1pθq � P pZt � z|θq � π̃tpθq

for t � T, ..., 2, with π̃T pθq � πT pθq. It is straightforward to show that π̃t � πt �³
Θ
π̃tpθqdθ. Thus, π̃tpθq is a derived measure on Θ.
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Redefine the single-period revenue function as R̃pp, π̃q � p
³8
p

³
Θ
fpx|θqπ̃pθqdθdx

and the optimality equations as: for t � T, ..., 1,

Ṽtpq, π̃q � max
p¥0

!
G̃tpp, q, π̃q

)

� max
p¥0

!
R̃pp, π̃q � Ṽt�1pq, F pp|�qπ̃q � Ṽt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπ̃q

)
, (2.3)

with Ṽtp0, �q � 0 and Ṽ0p�, �q � 0. The following lemma establishes the equivalence

between (2.3) and the original formulation (2.2):

Lemma 1. For t � T, ..., 1, G̃tpp, q, π̃q � Gtpp, q, πq �
³
Θ
π̃pθqdθ and Ṽtpq, π̃q �

Vtpq, πq �
³
Θ
π̃pθqdθ.

From the above lemma, it is clear that the dynamic program (2.3) shares the same

optimal solution as the original program (2.2). This unnormalized-prior transform

technique was first introduced by Bensoussan et al. (2005, 2007, 2008, 2009) to

study various Bayesian inventory control problems that involve only right-censored

observations. Here we apply the same technique to a Bayesian dynamic pricing

problem with two-sided censoring. In what follows, we shall thereby focus only on

the problem (2.3) and drop the tilde mark on functions and variables to reduce

notation.

2.4 Analysis and Main Results

From the dynamic program formulation (2.3), we first note that the current-period

price decision p affects the future value functions through the respective (unnormal-

ized) posteriors F pp|�qπ and F̄ pp|�qπ. In other words, the future value functions are

now a function of the current-period price decision. This is a key difference from

the dynamic pricing problem with known WTP distribution where the future value

functions only depend on the available inventory quantity, not the current-period
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price decision. Such dependence makes our problem much more difficult to analyze.

Specifically, when taking derivative of the dynamic program objective function with

respect to p, one needs to perform the derivative operation on the optimal value

functions Vt pq, F pp|�qπq and Vt
�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ� (note that the tilde marks are dropped

henceforth for ease of notation). This will give rise to two analytical difficulties. First,

the value functions are not necessarily differentiable at the point where they entail

multiple optimal solutions. Thus, the regular envelope theorem cannot be applied.

Instead, a generalized envelope theorem that circumvents the non-differentiability

issue is needed (see Milgrom and Segal 2002). Second, the derivative of the value

function remains a convoluted expression due to two-sided censoring, making it less

amenable for analysis as well as direct computation (which will become evident be-

low).

State: 𝑞 𝑞
𝜋 𝜋

Price: 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞 , 𝜋
Rev:  𝑅 𝑝 , 𝜋

State: 𝑞 𝑞
𝜋 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝜋

Price: 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞 , 𝜋
Rev:  𝑅 𝑝 , 𝜋

State: 𝑞 𝑞 1
𝜋 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝜋

Price: 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞 , 𝜋
Rev:  𝑅 𝑝 , 𝜋

State: 𝑞 𝑞
𝜋 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝜋

Price: 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞 , 𝜋
Rev:  𝑅 𝑝 , 𝜋

State: 𝑞 𝑞 1
𝜋 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝜋

Price: 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞 , 𝜋
Rev:  𝑅 𝑝 , 𝜋

State: 𝑞 𝑞 1
𝜋 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝐹 𝑝 ∙ 𝜋

Price: 𝑝 𝑝 𝑞 , 𝜋
Rev:  𝑅 𝑝 , 𝜋

State: 𝑞 0
Rev:  0
Selling problem ends.

No

No

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Customer
buys or not?

Customer
buys or not?

Customer
buys or not?

…

…

…

Period 𝑇 Period 𝑇 1 Period 𝑇 2 …

Figure 2.2: Illustration of V~pT pq, πq with q � 2.

Before proceeding further, it is useful to introduce some additional notations.

Adopting the notation of Bertsekas (2001), we use ~pt � tpt, pt�1, ..., p1u to denote

an arbitrary policy at period t that specifies all subsequent pricing decisions. Un-

der such an arbitrary pricing policy ~pt, the expected t-period total revenue of the
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system is denoted as V~ptpq, πq, with pq, πq being the system states at the beginning

of period t. Figure 2.2 illustrates that computing V~pT pq, πq requires evaluating all

the single-period revenue functions along a binary sample-path tree. As shown in

the figure, when q   T , inventory may be sold out before the last period of the

selling horizon and hence the problem will terminate. Accounting for this possible

early termination, the total number of nodes with a non-zero single-period revenue

is
°T�1
t�0

°mintq�1,tu
x�0

�
t
x

�
. When q ¥ T , this number becomes 2T�1 � 1. Moreover, the

posterior at each decision node is different and sample-path dependent. Ideally, if

one can rely on some conjugate prior structure to reduce the dimensionality of the

posterior state space to one or two parameters, then V~pT pq, πq can still be computed

efficiently by backward recursion. Unfortunately, Braden and Freimer (1991) showed

that there is no simple conjugate prior structure existing under two-sided censoring.

As a result, one is forced to evaluate V~pT pq, πq forward along all possible sample paths

where the computational time can be exponential in T (when q ¥ T ), presenting an

inherent computational challenge for the problem.

Given system states pq, πq at period t, the optimal policy for problem (2.3) can

be written as

~p�t pq, πq �
 
p�t pq, πq, p�t�1pqt�1, πt�1q, ..., p�1pq1, π1q

(
,

where ~p�t pq, πq involves state-dependent optimal solutions on all nodes in the sample-

path tree that emanate from state pq, πq at period t. Thus, the expected t-period total

revenue derived from the optimal policy ~p�t pq, πq can be written as V~p�t pq,πqpq, πq �
Vtpq, πq, where Vtpq, πq is given by the dynamic program (2.3). With the above

notation, we can rewrite the objective function in (2.3) as

Gtpp, q, πq

� Rpp, πq � Vt�1pq, F pp|�qπq � Vt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

� Rpp, πq � V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, F pp|�qπq � V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq

�
q � 1, F̄ pp|�qπ� .(2.4)
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We first establish the following property regarding the optimal prices along all sample

paths:

Proposition 2. Given any given prior π and q, p�t pq, πq   8 for 1 ¤ t ¤ T .

The above proposition shows that the optimal prices are always finite along all

sample paths. The intuition for the result is as follows. Suppose that one sets the

price to infinity in a certain period. Then the customer arriving in this period will

not make a purchase, and this observation of no purchase implies that her WTP

is finite, which is already known. This means that the system state pq, πq remains

unchanged, and no sales or information is gained in this period. Hence, one can

always do better by setting a finite price in the period. By contrast, if the customer

WTP is observed exactly after each period, then the optimal price in a period can be

infinity; in this case, even the price is set to infinity, one can still observe the customer

WTP exactly and obtain higher expected revenue in future periods (see §2.5.2 for an

example). Proposition 2 implies that the optimal price can be determined by solving

the first-order condition (which helps justify our derivative-based heuristics later in

§2.4.3).

Next, we introduce a notation that plays a key role in our results. Suppose that

the system posteriors evolve based on a belief π at period t, but a policy ~p�t pq, π1q,
which is optimal based on an alternative belief π1, is applied along all sample paths

from period t onward. We denote the resulting expected revenue as V~p�t pq,π1q pq, πq,
which can also be spelled out by the following recursive equations: V~p�t pq,π1q pq, πq �
Ht pq, π1, πq, where for τ � t, t� 1, ..., 1,

Hτ pq, π1, πq � Rpp�τ pq, π1q, πq �Hτ�1pq, F pp�τ pq, π1q|�qπ1, F pp�τ pq, π1q|�qπq

�Hτ�1pq � 1, F̄ pp�τ pq, π1q|�qπ1, F̄ pp�τ pq, π1q|�qπq, (2.5)

with Hτ p0, �, �q � 0 and H0p�, �, �q � 0. A sample-path illustration of the above

expression is provided in Figure 2.3. As shown in the figure, the system posterior
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of V~p�T pq,π1q pq, πq, or equivalently, HT pq, π1, πq with q � 2.

πt for each period evolves according to the belief π (highlighted in blue), whereas

the “optimal” price at each node is based on the alternative posterior evolving from

the belief π1 (highlighted in red); this dual-posterior process continues until the end

of the selling horizon. Recall that ~p�t pq, πq is the true optimal policy for the system

state pq, πq. It follows that V~p�t pq,π1q pq, πq ¤ V~p�t pq,πqpq, πq � Vtpq, πq.
With the above notation, we can apply the (single-period) generalized envelope

theorem (Milgrom and Segal 2002) repeatedly to (2.4) in a backward induction and

show the following result:

Theorem 3. For any given initial prior π and q, the following hold:

Vt pq, F pp|�qπq � V~p�t pq,F pp|�qπq pq, F pp|�qπq �
» p

0

V~p�t pq,F px|�qπq pq, fpx|�qπq dx,

Vt
�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ� � V~p�t pq,F̄ pp|�qπq

�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ� � » 8

p

V~p�t pq,F̄ px|�qπq pq, fpx|�qπq dx,

where the integrands are recursively defined by (2.5).

As alluded at the beginning of this section, the generalized envelope theorem

circumvents the non-differentiability issue by using an integration form shown in the
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above theorem (see Milgrom and Segal 2002 for details.) Recall that V~p�t pq,F px|�qπq pq, fpx|�qπq ¤
Vt pq, fpx|�qπq. By Theorem 3, it immediately follows that

Vt pq, F pp|�qπq �
» p

0

V~p�t pq,F px|�qπq pq, fpx|�qπq dx ¤
» p

0

Vt pq, fpx|�qπq dx. (2.6)

This result can be interpreted as the loss of informational value when p is a left-

censored observation as compared with the case when p is an exact observation.

Symmetrically, we have

Vt
�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ� � » 8

p

V~p�t pq,F̄ px|�qπq pq, fpx|�qπq dx ¤
» 8

p

Vt pq, fpx|�qπq dx. (2.7)

This result can be interpreted as the loss of informational value due to a right-

censored observation. We note that a related derivative version of this inequality

was shown by Bensoussan et al. (2009) in a Bayesian inventory control problem with

only right censoring. Both inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) will help us prove the solution

and value function bound results in §2.4.2.

From Theorem 3, it is also easy to show that at any differentiable point of

Vt pq, F pp|�qπq,

BpVt pq, F pp|�qπq � BpV~p�t pq,F pp|�qπq pq, F pp|�qπq � V~p�t pq,F pp|�qπq pq, fpp|�qπq ,

where we use the shorthand notation “Bp” to denote the first-order derivative with

respect to p (this shorthand will be used throughout the paper). The rightmost part

of the equations provides an explicit expression for the derivative BpVt pq, F pp|�qπq,
with its recursive definition given in (2.5). Essentially, it shows that the derivative

BpVt pq, F pp|�qπq can be evaluated by fixing the control policy at ~p�t pq, F pp|�qπq while

performing the derivative operation only on the system state pq, F pp|�qπq to obtain

pq, fpp|�qπq (which is reminiscent of the single-period envelope theorem). One can

visualize this expression by substituting π1 with F pp|�qπ and π with fpp|�qπ in Figure
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2.3. Similarly, at any differentiable point of Vt
�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ�, the following holds:

BpVt
�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ� � BpV~p�t pq,F̄ pp|�qπq

�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ� � �V~p�t�1pq,F̄ pp|�qπq

pq, fpp|�qπq .

Again, one can visualize the rightmost expression by simply substituting π1 with

F̄ pp|�qπ and π with fpp|�qπ in Figure 2.3. Following an argument similar to that of

Milgrom and Segal (2002), we can further show that Vt pq, F pp|�qπq and Vt
�
q, F̄ pp|�qπ�

are differentiable almost everywhere (except for a countable number of non-differentiable

points). As such, the above expressions can be used to design heuristics for the prob-

lem in general (see §2.4.3). The following proposition provides a sufficient condition

to ensure differentiability and also the first-order derivative expression of (2.4):

Proposition 4. Suppose that arg maxp¥0tGτ pp, q, πqu is unique for any given q, π,

and τ ¤ t � 1. Then Gtpp, q, πq is differentiable in p, and the first-order derivative

with respect to p is given by

BpGtpp, q, πq � BpRpp, πq�V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq�V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq .

(2.8)

The above proposition provides an explicit expression for the first-order deriva-

tive of the dynamic program objective function (2.4). We note that Lu et al. (2008)

obtained a similar derivative expression in a Bayesian inventory control problem with

only right censoring under a normalized prior. Chen (2010) further showed that there

exists a recursive relationship between the derivatives in consecutive periods, which,

combined with conjugate prior structure, can make computation tractable. Unfortu-

nately, due to the extra depleting inventory state q in our problem (which leads to the

binary sample-path tree shown in Figure 2.3), no such simplifying relationship exists

between the derivatives in consecutive periods, nor is conjugate prior structure avail-

able to help under the two-sided censoring (Braden and Freimer 1991). Nevertheless,
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we can still leverage this derivative expression to reveal new insights about the ef-

fects of censoring and limited inventory (§2.4.1), to derive easy-to-compute bounds

for the optimal solution (§2.4.2), and to design new, derivative-based heuristics for

the problem (§2.4.3).

2.4.1 The Effects of Censoring and Limited Inventory

From the derivative expression (2.8) of Proposition 4, we can rewrite it as follows:

BpGtpp, q, πq � BpRpp, πq � V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq � Vt�1 pq, fpp|�qπqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

Left�Censoring Effect p�q

� Vt�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq � V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπqloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Right�Censoring Effect p�q

� Vt�1 pq, fpp|�qπq � Vt�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπqloooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
Inventory Capacity Effect p�q

. (2.9)

The above expanded expression shows that the derivative expression (2.8) is a sum of

the derivative of the single-period revenue function and three difference terms. The

first difference term of (2.9) captures the left-censoring effect, because its first term

is a function of the posterior with the left-censored observation F pp|�q. Recall that

V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq ¤ Vt�1 pq, fpp|�qπq. Thus, the left censoring has an effect to

decrease the derivative (with respect to price), thus inducing the seller to price lower

(so as to reduce the likelihood of obtaining a left-censored observation).

Similarly, the second difference term of (2.9) captures the right-censoring effect,

because its second term is a function of the posterior with the right-censored observa-

tion F̄ pp|�q. In this case, we have Vt�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq ¥ V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq.
Thus, the right censoring has an effect to increase the derivative, thus inducing the

seller to price higher (so as to reduce the likelihood of obtaining a right-censored

observation).
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Finally, the third difference term of (2.9) captures the inventory capacity effect, as

it is the marginal value of the limited inventory quantity q. Because Vt�1 pq, fpp|�qπq ¥
Vt�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq, it follows that the inventory capacity has an effect to increase

the derivative, thus inducing the seller to price higher to avoid over-depletion of

inventory in the current period.

From the above analysis, it is clear that in this problem there are three forces

working in opposite directions to influence the optimal pricing decision. As a re-

sult, the optimal price can be either higher or lower than the myopic price that

maximizes the single-period revenue. To see this, let us consider two extreme cases.

First, suppose that q � 1. In this case, the right-censoring effect goes away be-

cause Vt�1 p0, fpp|�qπq � V~p�t�1p0,F̄ pp|�qπq
p0, fpp|�qπq � 0. Although the left-censoring

effect and the inventory capacity effect work against each other, it turns out that the

inventory capacity effect dominates, which yields

BpGtpp, 1, πq � BpRpp, πq � V~p�t�1p1,F pp|�qπq
p1, fpp|�qπq ¥ BpRpp, πq.

Therefore, the optimal price is higher than the myopic price in this case.

In the second case, suppose that q ¥ t, meaning that there is sufficient inventory

to cover the remaining t period. As a result, the inventory capacity effect disappears,

because Vt�1 pq, fpp|�qπq � Vt�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq for q ¥ t. However, both the left- and

right-censoring effects are still present, which works in opposite directions to influence

the optimal decision. As a result, whether the optimal price is higher or lower than

the myopic price is inconclusive in this case.

We conclude the discussion by contrasting the above insights with those obtained

in the Bayesian inventory control problem (see, e.g., Lariviere and Porteus 1999,

Ding et al. 2002, Lu et al. 2005, 2008, Bensoussan et al. 2007, 2009, and Chen

and Plambeck 2008). In the Bayesian inventory control problem, one can replenish

inventory with any desired quantity in a period, so there is no inventory capacity
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effect. Moreover, demand observation is censored only when the actual demand

exceeds the available inventory, so it involves only right-censored observations. As

a result, the right-censoring effect induces one to stock more inventory (just as the

right-censoring effect induces one to price higher in our problem). However, in our

problem, besides the right-censoring effect, there are also the effects of left censoring

and of limited inventory capacity. As these effects work in opposite directions, a

clear-cut “price higher” or “price lower” insight is generally not available (except for

certain special cases such as q � 1 discussed above).

2.4.2 Solution Bounds

While Proposition 4 provides an explicit expression for the first-order condition, com-

puting BpGtpp, q, πq in (2.8) requires evaluating V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq and V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq.

This gives rise to two main computational challenges to overcome. First, as discussed

earlier, the complexity of evaluating the expected revenue of a policy along all sam-

ple paths can grow exponentially in the length of selling horizon, because we cannot

leverage on the conjugate prior structure to reduce the dimensionality of the problem

under two-sided censoring. Second, determining the optimal policies ~p�t�1pq, F pp|�qπq
and ~p�t�1pq, F̄ pp|�qπq along all sample paths is computationally challenging by itself.

To address these challenges, we first use the derivative expression obtained in

Proposition 4 to derive easy-to-compute solution bounds for the problem. Specifi-

cally, we formulate an exact-observation problem by assuming that each customer

reveals exactly her actual WTP after making a purchase or no-purchase decision.

The dynamic program formulation of this system can be written as the following:

for t � T, ..., 1,

V e
t pq, πq � max

p¥0
tGe

t pp, q, πqu

�max
p¥0

#
Rpp, πq �

» p

0

V e
t�1 pq, fpx|�qπq dx�

» 8

p

V e
t�1 pq � 1, fpx|�qπq dx

+
, (2.10)
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with V e
t p0, �q � 0 and V e

0 p�, �q � 0. Let pet pq, πq denote the optimal price to this exact-

observation system in period t. The first-order condition of the dynamic program

objective function is

BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq � V e

t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq � 0.

Here because customer WTP is observed exactly, the first-order condition becomes

much simpler than (2.8) of the original problem. As a result, pet pq, πq can be easily

solved by backward recursion under certain conjugate priors. It can also be shown

that pet pq, πq is decreasing in t and q as one would expect. Moreover, with the value

function of this variant system, we can obtain the derivative bounds for the original

problem as follows:

Proposition 5. Suppose that arg maxp¥0tGτ pp, q, πqu is unique for any given q, π,

and τ ¤ t� 1. Then, for any given q and π,

(a) BpGtpp, q, πq ¤ BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq,

(b) BpGtpp, q, πq ¥ BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq.

The derivative upper bound in the above proposition can be interpreted as the

first-order derivative of a system which stops selling if a unit is sold in period t and

otherwise continues with exact observations until the end of selling horizon. As a

result, one would price high in period t to avoid a sale in this upper bound system.

On the other hand, the derivative lower bound can be interpreted as the first-order

derivative of a system which stops selling if no unit is sold in period t and otherwise

continues with exact observations until the end of selling horizon. As a result, one

would price low in period t to encourage a sale in this lower bound system.

Now define put pq, πq as the smallest solution to BpRpp, πq�V e
t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq � 0; if

no solution exists, we set put pq, πq � 8. Similarly, let pltpq, πq be the largest solution
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to BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq � 0; if no solution exists, we set pltpq, πq � 0. We

can obtain the following results:

Proposition 6. The following hold:

(a) pltpq, πq ¤ p�t pq, πq ¤ put pq, πq for any q, π, and t if p�t pq, πq is unique;

(b) pltpq, πq � pmpπq and put pq, πq � pet pq, πq for any π and t when q � 1;

(c) p�t pq, πq ¡ pet pq, πq if q ¥ 2 for some π and t.

Part (a) of the above proposition confirms that put pq, πq and pltpq, πq indeed serve

as the upper and lower bounds respectively for the optimal solution p�t pq, πq. Part

(b) reveals that when q � 1, the lower bound pltpq, πq is the same as the myopic

price. Recall our intuitions from the derivative analysis in §2.4.1 that the myopic

price ignores the marginal value of inventory for sale in future periods, resulting in

a lower price than the optimal one in this case. The upper bound put pq, πq is the

same as the optimal price pet pq, πq for the exact-observation system. This is because

when there is only one unit for sale, the original problem (2.3) reduces to one with

only left censoring. Thus, the seller would set the price lower than what is optimal

in the corresponding exact-observation system to reduce the chance of having a left-

censored observation, i.e., p�t pq, πq ¤ pet pq, πq.
Part (c) further shows that pet pq, πq is not necessarily an upper bound for p�t pq, πq

when there are more than one unit for sale. As discussed in the derivative analysis

in §2.4.1, when q ¥ 2, both left and right censoring effects are present and they

work against each other, which make the comparison between p�t pq, πq and pet pq, πq
inconclusive. Specifically, a counter-example is provided in the proof that p�2pq, πq ¡
pe2pq, πq for q ¥ 2 when the customer WTP follows an exponential distribution with a

gamma prior. Therefore, in the case of q ¥ 2, we need to rely on the general put pq, πq
defined above to bound p�t pq, πq.
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2.4.3 Derivative-Based Heuristics

Leveraging the results of Propositions 2-5, we propose the following two derivative-

based heuristics.

Heuristic I. We use the weighted average of the derivative upper and lower bounds

obtained in Proposition 5 to approximate the first-order condition, that is, for 0 ¤
γ ¤ 1,

BpGtpp, q, πq

� γ
�BpRpp, πq � V e

t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq
�� p1 � γq �BpRpp, πq � V e

t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq�
� BpRpp, πq � γV e

t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq � p1 � γqV e
t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq .

Let p:tpq, π; γq ¥ 0 be the solution to the equation

BpRpp, πq � γV e
t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq � p1 � γqV e

t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq � 0, (2.11)

which we designate as Heuristic I to the original problem (2.3). The weight γ is a

tunable parameter for the heuristic and can be determined based on numerical exper-

iments (see Figure 2.4 in §2.6). It is straightforward to show under some regularity

conditions that pltpq, πq ¤ p:tpq, π; γq ¤ put pq, πq.
Heuristic II. Here we directly approximates the terms in (2.8) of Proposition 4.

Specifically, we replace the difficult-to-compute polices ~p�t�1pq, F pp|�qπq and ~p�t�1pq, F̄ pp|�qπq
with the easy-to-compute open-loop policies (Bertsekas 2001, p. 288). The open-loop

policy is obtained from a system in which the seller does not update the posterior

belief (see also Aviv and Pazgal 2005, p. 1409). The dynamic program formulation

of the system is given as follows: for t � T, ..., 1,

V o
t pq, πq � max

p¥0

"
Rpp, πq � V o

t�1pq, πq
³
Θ
F pp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ � V o

t�1pq � 1, πq
³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ

*
,

(2.12)
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with V o
t p0, �q � 0 and V o

0 p�, �q � 0. Note that π is an unnormalized prior, so the

purchase and no-purchase probabilities need to be normalized by
³
Θ
πpθqdθ in the

above formulation. Let pot pq, πq be the solution to the above dynamic program. The

first-order condition of the dynamic program objective function is

BpRpp, πq �
�
V o
t�1 pq, πq � V o

t�1 pq � 1, πq�
³
Θ
fpp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ � 0.

Here because there is no Bayesian updating, the first-order condition becomes much

simpler than (2.8) of the original problem. In fact, it is mathematically equivalent to

the dynamic pricing problem with known WTP distribution (because the posterior

does not change and can thus be suppressed). As a result, pot pq, πq is readily solved

by backward recursion. It can also be shown that pot pq, πq is decreasing in t and q as

in the problem with known WTP distribution.

Now let

~̂ptpq, πq �
 
pot pq, πq, pot�1pqt�1, πq, ..., po1pq1, πq

(
be the open-loop policy. Note that in this case the posterior does not require updating

along each sample path, and therefore ~̂ptpq, πq can be determined altogether at the

beginning of period t. By replacing polices ~p�t�1pq, F pp|�qπq and ~p�t�1pq, F̄ pp|�qπq in the

derivative expression (2.8) of Proposition 4 with ~̂pt�1pq, F pp|�qπq and ~̂pt�1pq, F̄ pp|�qπq
respectively, we obtain an approximated first-order derivative as follows:

BpGtpp, q, πq � BpRpp, πq�V~̂pt�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq�V~̂pt�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq .

The evaluation of the last two terms in the above approximation can be further

simplified by leveraging the following property of the open-loop policy:

Proposition 7. For any given t, π, and π1, if q ¥ t, then V~̂ptpq,π1q pq, πq � t �
Rppmpπ1q, πq.
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The intuition for the above result is as follows. When q ¥ t, there are sufficient

units to sell through the remaining selling horizon without early termination. Thus,

the open-loop policy will set a constant (myopic) price along all sample paths, because

the marginal value of inventory capacity is zero. With a constant, sample-path-

independent policy and no early termination, the expected total revenue under two-

sided censoring becomes simply t times the single-period revenue of the starting

period t. Recall that, for a sample-path-dependent policy such as ~p�t pq, π1q, the

complexity of evaluating its expected revenue grows exponentially in t when q ¥ t;

with the above approximation, the computational time reduces to that of evaluating

a single-period revenue function.

Let p;tpq, πq ¥ 0 be the solution to the equation

BpRpp, πq � V~̂pt�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq � V~̂pt�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq � 0, (2.13)

which we designate as Heuristic II to the original problem (2.3). Similar to Heuristic

I, we can show under some regularity conditions that this heuristic solution satisfies

pltpq, πq ¤ p;tpq, πq ¤ put pq, πq.
In summary, both heuristics are derivative-based in the sense that they solve the

problem with an approximated first-order condition. Chen (2010) proposed a similar

derivative-based heuristic approach for a Bayesian inventory control problem with

non-perishable inventory. His heuristic (specified on p. 403) approximates the deriva-

tive of the dynamic program objective function by a combination of the derivative

of an exact-observation system and that of a right-censoring system with perish-

able inventory. Both systems can then rely on conjugate prior structure to achieve

computational efficiency, with the latter further leveraging a simplifying recursive

relationship between the derivatives in consecutive periods. As discussed above,

these conditions no longer hold in our problem. Thus, the heuristic of Chen (2010)

is not applicable to our problem. Compared to Chen (2010) from pure method-
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ological standpoint, our Heuristic I is similar in spirit, approximating the derivative

by the value functions of an exact-observation system that assumes away two-sided

censoring (so one can use conjugate prior structure to simplify computation). How-

ever, our Heuristic II is distinctively different—it directly approximates the terms

in the explicit derivative expression obtained in Proposition 4 by using the easy-to-

compute open-loop policy as a surrogate for evaluation. The approximate policies

are evaluated under a two-sided censoring system, so by design it does not rely on

any conjugate prior structure; rather, further simplification is achieved by leveraging

Proposition 7.

2.4.4 Performance Bound

To evaluate the heuristic performance, we take the heuristic solution pht (h � :, ;) to

construct a state-dependent policy ~phT pq, πT q � tphT pq, πT q, phT�1pqT�1, πT�1q, ..., ph1pq1, π1qu
and apply it to the original system (with censoring) throughout the T -period hori-

zon. The performance of heuristic h is then measured by the relative revenue loss

percentage, denoted as νhpq, πT q and defined as follows:

νhpq, πT q �
�

1 � V~phT pq,πT qpq, πT q
VT pq, πT q

�
� 100%. (2.14)

In the above expression, while the numerator V~phT pq, πT q can be computed by a for-

ward evaluation, the denominator VT pq, πT q is often difficult to compute when the

optimal policy is not known. To circumvent this challenge, we use Theorem 3 to

derive a relatively easy-to-compute upper bound for VT pq, πT q.
Specifically, we define the following upper bound system: for t � T, ..., 1,

V u
t pq, πq � max

p¥0

#
Rpp, πq � V r

t�1 pq, F pp|�qπq � V u
t�1

�
q � 1, F̄ pp|�qπ�

+
, (2.15)
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where

V r
t pq, πq � max

p¥0

#
Rpp, πq �

» p

0

V r
t�1 pq, fpx|�qπq dx� V r

t�1

�
q � 1, F̄ pp|�qπ�

+
, (2.16)

with V u
t p0, �q � 0, V u

0 p�, �q � 0, V r
t p0, �q � 0, and V r

0 p�, �q � 0. The upper bound

system (2.15) first evolves as the original two-sided censoring system and then, upon

collecting a left-censored observation, switches to a right-censoring-only system (2.16)

in which only those customers who choose not to buy reveal exactly their WTP (thus

the system has only exact and right-censored observations). By applying Theorem

3 in a backward induction, we can show the following result:

Proposition 8. Vtpq, πq ¤ V u
t pq, πq ¤ V e

t pq, πq, for any q, π, and t.

The above proposition shows that V u
T pq, πq is a tighter upper bound of VT pq, πq

than V e
T pq, πq. Besides being tight, V u

T pq, πq is also easy to compute, as the right-

censoring-only system preserves the conjugate prior structure of a broad newsvendor

distribution family (Braden and Freimer 1991). Thus, we can leverage this property

to reduce the problem dimensionality (see an example in Appendix A.2). Replace

VT pq, πT q with V u
T pq, πq in (2.14) and define a relative percentage error upper bound

measure as follows:

ν̄hpq, πT q �
�

1 � V~phT pq,πT qpq, πT q
V u
T pq, πT q

�
� 100%, (2.17)

where it can be verified that ν̄hpq, πT q ¥ νhpq, πT q. This performance measure will

be used in lieu of νhpq, πT q in our numerical studies in §2.6 whenever evaluating

VT pq, πT q is computationally infeasible.

2.5 The Exponential Distribution Case

So far we have derived our main results assuming a general distribution for the

customer WTP. In this section, we focus on a special case in which the customer
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WTP follows an exponential distribution, with the aim to illustrate the challenge of

computing the optimal solution as well as to derive detailed formulas to implement

our derivative-based heuristics and performance bound. The exponential distribution

is chosen due to its relative simplicity and prevalence in the literature (e.g., Gallego

and van Ryzin 1994 and Aviv and Pazgal 2005). An extension to the more general

Weibull distribution case can be found in Appendix A.2.

Specifically, we assume that the customer WTP follows an exponential density

fpx|θq � θe�θx, where θ ¡ 0 is an unknown parameter and the set of all possible θ

is Θ � r0,8q. The initial prior πT pθq follows an (unnormalized) gamma distribution

given by πT pθq � θa�1e�Sθ, with a ¡ 1 and S ¡ 0, where a is the shape parameter

and S is the scale parameter.

Given an observation ZT � x in period T , the prior πT is updated following

(2.1) depending on the nature of the observation. If x is right-censored, the pos-

terior becomes F̄ px|θqπT pθq � θa�1e�pS�xqθ, which is another gamma distribution

with parameters pa, S � xq. If it is left-censored, however, the posterior becomes

F px|θqπT pθq � θa�1e�Sθ � θa�1e�pS�xqθ, which is a mixture of two gamma distribu-

tions with parameters pa, Sq and pa, S � xq.
Suppose that by the beginning of period t, there have been nt left-censored ob-

servations y1, ..., ynt and T � t� nt right-censored observations x1, ..., xT�t�nt . Let

at � a, St � S �°T�t�nt

i�1 xi and ~yt � ry1, ..., ynts, then the prior for period t is given

by

πtpθ|at, St, ~ytq � θat�1e�Stθ
nt¹
i�1

�
1 � e�yiθ

�
.

The above expression is a mixture of gamma distributions with the same shape pa-

rameter a but different scale parameters involving St and all possible combinations

of y1, ..., ynt . Thus, we can use pat, St, ~ytq to represent the state of the prior distri-

bution, with the understanding that a new left-censored observation will be added
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at the end of the vector ~yt and will thus increase its dimensionality by one.

To facilitate our subsequent analysis, we define the following function for any at,

St, and ~yt � ry1, ..., ynts:

ϕpp|at, St, ~ytq �
» 8

p

»
Θ

fpx|θqπtpθ|at, St, ~ytqdθdx

� Γpatq
pp� Stqat �

nţ

i�1

Γpatq
pp� St � yiqat �

nţ

i�1

¸
j¡i

Γpatq
pp� St � yi � yjqat

� � � � � p�1qntΓpatq
pp� St �

°nt

i�1 yiqat
, (2.18)

where Γp�q is the gamma function and the second equality follows from standard

calculus. The derivative of ϕpp|�, �, �q with respect to p is Bpϕpp|at, St, ~ytq � �ϕpp|at�
1, St, ~ytq. Thus, the single-period revenue function is Rpp|at, St, ~ytq � pϕpp|at, St, ~ytq,
and its derivative is given by

BpRpp|at, St, ~ytq � ϕpp|at, St, ~ytq � pϕpp|at � 1, St, ~ytq.

2.5.1 Exact Optimal Solution

The two-sided censoring problem (2.3) under exponentially distributed customer

WTP with gamma prior can be formulated as the following dynamic program: for

t � T, ..., 1,

Vtpq|at, St, ~ytq � max
p¥0

tGtpp, q|at, St, ~ytqu

�max
p¥0

!
Rpp|at, St, ~ytq � Vt�1 pq|at, St, r~yt, psq � Vt�1 pq � 1|at, St � p, ~ytq

)
, (2.19)

with Vtp0|�, �, �q � 0 and V0p�|�, �, �q � 0. Let p�t pq|at, St, ~ytq denote the optimal solution

to the above dynamic program for period t. We can establish the following scaling

result to simplify computation:
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Proposition 9. For any q and t, p�t pq|at, St, ~ytq � St�p�t pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq, Gtpp, q|at, St, ~ytq �
S�at�1
t �Gtpp{St, q|at, 1, ~yt{Stq, and Vtpq|at, St, ~ytq � S�at�1

t � Vtpq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq.

The above scaling result is reminiscent of those found in Bayesian inventory

control problems that feature either no censoring or right censoring (Scarf 1960,

Azoury 1985, Lariviere and Porteus 1999, and Bisi et al. 2011). Here we extend the

result to a Bayesian dynamic pricing problem with two-sided censoring. With this

property, for the problem starting with πT pθq � θa�1e�Sθ, we can simply solve the

problem with S � 1 and then scale the solution. Also, we note that at � a does not

change across periods and therefore can be suppressed in the problem formulation.

Hence, dynamic program (2.19) can be simplified as: for t � T, ..., 1,

vtpq|~ytq � max
p¥0

tgtpp, q|~ytqu

� max
p¥0

!
pϕpp|a, 1, ~ytq � vt�1 pq|r~yt, psq � pp� 1q�a�1 � vt�1 pq � 1|~yt{pp� 1qq

)
,

with vtp0|�q � 0, v0p�|�q � 0. Because ~yT � H (an empty vector), it follows from

Proposition 9 that the optimal solution to the original problem (2.19) is given by

p�T pq|a, S,Hq � S � arg maxp¥0 gT pp, q|~y � Hq. It is easy to see from our discussion

that the dimensionality of ~yt and hence that of the problem increase linearly in T .

Thus, as the decision horizon T increases (e.g., T ¥ 5), p�T becomes impractical to

compute by backward recursion due to high dimensionality.

2.5.2 Derivative-Based Heuristics

Next, we will define the exact-observation system under exponentially distributed

customer WTP with gamma prior and then build Heuristic I on it. Given a gamma

prior pat, Stq, if the next customer WTP x is observed exactly, it is easy to verify that

the posterior remains a gamma distribution with updated parameters pat�1, St�xq.
Thus, the exact-observation system (2.10) under gamma prior can be formulated as
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follows: for t � T, ..., 1,

V e
t pq|at, Stq � max

p¥0
tGe

t pp, q|at, Stqu

� max
p¥0

"
Rpp|at, Stq �

» p

0

V e
t�1 pq|at � 1, St � xq dx

�
» 8

p

V e
t�1 pq � 1|at � 1, St � xq dx

*
, (2.20)

with V e
t p0|�, �q � 0 and V e

0 p�|�, �q � 0. Let pet pq|at, Stq be the solution to the dynamic

program. We can establish a similar scaling property:

Proposition 10. For any q and t, pet pq|at, Stq � St � pet pq|at, 1q, Ge
t pp, q|at, Stq �

S�at�1
t �Ge

t pp{St, q|at, 1q, and V e
t pq|at, Stq � S�at�1

t � V e
t pq|at, 1q.

Thanks to this property, St can be dropped from the problem formulation, and

we can also suppress at because it increases by one after each period. With some

calculus, we can simplify (2.20) by the following one-dimensional dynamic program:

for t � T, ..., 1 and q � 1, 2, ...,

vet pqq � max
p¥0

"
Γpa� T � tqp
pp� 1qa�T�t � rpp� 1qa�T�t�1 � 1svet�1pqq � vet�1pq � 1q

pa� T � t� 1qpp� 1qa�T�t�1

*
, (2.21)

with vet p0q � 0 and ve0p�q � 0. We note that pet pq|at, Stq can be infinity (for example,

it can be shown that peT pq|a, Sq � 8 when T � 8, q � 1, a � 2 and S � 1).

As previously defined, the system state at period t is denoted as pat, St, ~ytq, where

vector ~yt includes all left-censored observations collected so far. Although we can

define system (2.20) similarly for a prior pat, St, ~ytq, we note that as the length of

~yt grows, computation of (2.18), which will be needed numerous times in such a

dynamic program, inevitably slows down. In light of this, we apply a moment-based

approximation method to speed up computation as follows.
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For an arbitrary system state pa, S, yq with a single left-censored observation y, we

will approximate the (unnormalized) distribution πpθ|a, S, yq by a generalized gamma

distribution πKpθ|â, Ŝq � K � Ŝâ

Γpâq
θâ�1e�Ŝθ so that its first and second moments are

preserved. Specifically, we first normalize πpθ|a, S, yq by its normalizing factor, which

can be verified to be
³
Θ
πpθ|a, S, yqdθ � ϕp0|a, S, yq �: K. For a (normalized) gamma

distribution with parameters â and Ŝ, its first and second moments are â

Ŝ
and â2�â

Ŝ2
,

respectively. Thus, we are to solve the following system of equations:

$'&
'%

1
K

³
Θ
θπpθ|a, S, yqdθ � â

Ŝ
,

1
K

³
Θ
θ2πpθ|a, S, yqdθ � â2�â

Ŝ2
,

which has a unique set of solutions â � Ŝm1 and Ŝ � m1

m2�m2
1
, where m1 � 1

K
ϕp0|a�

1, S, yq and m2 � 1
K
ϕp0|a � 2, S, yq. When the prior distribution has n ¡ 1 left-

censored observations, we apply the above scheme sequentially so as to handle one

left-censored observation at a time, updating K, â, and Ŝ in total n times.1 As such,

a general system prior is essentially approximated by a regular gamma prior pâ, Ŝq
regulated by a scale parameter K, which can be easily dealt with at the end.

Now we build Heuristic I on discussions above. On system state pat, St, ~ytq and

any p, first apply the above moment-based approximation scheme on pat, St � p, ~ytq
to obtain generalized gamma distribution parameters K, â, and Ŝ. The approximate

first-order condition (2.11) is as

BpRpp|at, St, ~ytq � K

Γpâq � rγv
e
t�1pqq � p1 � γqvet�1pq � 1qs � 0,

where vet pqq is defined by (2.21) on â, and the K
Γpâq

term addresses the scale param-

1 Theoretically, one can also take all left-censored observations at once and apply the above ap-
proximation method. However, we note that calculating πpθ|a, S, ~yq when ~y is high-dimensional can
be slow. Moreover, we verified through numerical experiment that taking left-censored observations
one at a time offers a good approximation.
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eter K. We denote the solution that solves the above equation as our Heuristic I:

p:tpγ, q|at, St, ~ytq.
For Heuristic II, define the following recursive function: for 1 ¤ t ¤ T , p ¡ 0 and

q ¥ 1,

H;
t pq|a1t, S1t, ~y1t; at, St, ~ytq � Rpp̂|at, St, ~ytq �H;

t�1pq|a1t, S1t, ~y1t; at, St, r~yt, p̂sq

�H;
t�1pq � 1|a1t, S1t, ~y1t; at, St � p̂, ~ytq,

where H;
t p0| � � � q � 0, H;

0p�| � � � q � 0, and p̂ � pot pq|a1t, S1t, ~y1tq is the price under open-

loop policy (its computation formula can be found in Appendix A.2). Note that H;
t

has a similar structure to Ht defined in (2.5). The difference is that H;
t uses the

open-loop policy, instead of the optimal policy, based on the alternative belief.

Then, the approximate first-order condition (2.13) can be written as: for p ¡ 0

and q ¥ 1,

BpRpp|at, St, ~ytq �H;
t�1pq|at, St, r~yt, ps; at � 1, St � p, ~ytq

�H;
t�1pq � 1|at, St � p, ~yt; at � 1, St � p, ~ytq � 0. (2.22)

An expansive form of the left-hand side of the above equation can be found in the

proof of Proposition 11 in Appendix A.2. We denote the solution that solves the

above equation as our Heuristic II: p;tpq|at, St, ~ytq. We can further show the following

result:

Proposition 11. For any q and t, p;tpq|at, St, ~ytq � St � p;tpq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq.

The above proposition shows that Heuristic II also possesses the scaling property,

which can be used to further simplify computation. Specifically, as with the optimal

solution, we can simply compute the heuristic price with S � 1 and then scale it

accordingly.
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2.5.3 Performance Bound

For illustration purposes, we further provide the computation formula for the perfor-

mance upper bound V u
T pq, πT q introduced in §2.4.4. Given the initial gamma prior

with parameters pa, Sq, by the definition given in (2.15), V u
T pq|a, Sq can be computed

by the following dynamic program: for t � T, ..., 1,

V u
t pq|a, Sq � max

p¥0

 
Rpp|a, Sq � V r

t�1pq|a, S, pq � V u
t�1pq � 1|a, S � pq( ,

with V u
t p0|�, �q � 0 and V u

0 p�|�, �q � 0. In the above expression, V r
t�1 can be computed

as follows: For t � T � 1, ..., 1,

V r
t pq|a, S, yq � max

p¥0

"
Rpp|a, S, yq �

» p

0

V r
t�1pq|a� 1, S � x, yqdx� V r

t�1pq � 1|a, S � p, yq
*
,

with V r
t p0|�, �, �q � 0 and V r

0 p�|�, �, �q � 0. To further simplify the computation, with

some calculus, we can define the following two normalized dynamic programs: for

t � T, ..., 1,

vut pqq � max
p¥0

"
Γpaqp
pp� 1qa � vrt�1pq|a, pq �

vut�1pq � 1q
pp� 1qa�1

*
,

with vut p0q � 0 and vu0 p�q � 0, and for t � T � 1, ..., 1,

vrt pq|a, yq � max
p¥0

#
pϕpp|a, 1, yq �

» p

0

vrt�1pq|a� 1, y
x�1

q
px� 1qa dx�

vrt�1pq � 1|a, y
p�1

q
pp� 1qa�1

+
,

with vrt p0|�, �q � 0 and vr0p�|�, �q � 0. By a scaling property similar to Proposition 9,

it follows that V u
T pq|a, Sq � S�a�1 � vuT pqq, where vuT pqq is determined by the above

normalized dynamic programs.

2.6 Numerical Studies

In this section, we conduct numerical studies to evaluate the performance of our

heuristics. For performance benchmarking purposes, we also compare them with
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two existing heuristics in the literature. Specifically, the first existing heuristic we

consider is the information-structure modification (ISM) heuristic proposed by Aviv

and Pazgal (2005, p. 1404). The authors designed the ISM heuristic to approxi-

mate the original dynamic program by assuming that the seller obtains additional

information regarding the unknown demand distribution at the end of each period.

The ISM heuristic solution is thus generated by this approximate dynamic program.

Detailed computation formulas for this heuristic can be found in Appendix A.2.2

The second existing heuristic we consider is the Algorithm 3 proposed by Besbes

and Zeevi (2009, p. 1415), which we shall simply refer to as the BZ heuristic. The

general idea of the BZ heuristic is as follows. First, the myopic price is applied to

solicit sales (i.e., the exploration phase). Second, the average sales during this stage

is used to infer the value of the unknown customer WTP distribution parameter,

and then the policy of the full-information system with the inferred parameter value

is applied to the rest of the selling season (i.e., the exploitation phase). Detailed

computation formulas for this heuristic can also be found in Appendix A.2.

Our first numerical study is based on exponentially distributed WTP with gamma

prior, where we can apply the formulas derived in §2.5. For gamma distribution pa-

rameters, we fix S � 1 (due to the scaling property) and choose a P t1.8, 2, 2.2, ..., 3.6u,
a set of 10 values. Note that the coefficient of variation of the gamma prior (a mea-

sure of the prior uncertainty) is given by
a

1{a. Therefore, our choice of parameters

cover a variety of prior uncertainty levels. We discovered that it is numerically feasi-

ble to compute the exact optimal solution to the original two-sided censoring problem

when decision horizon T   5. Thus, we begin with length of decision horizon T � 4

and initial inventory level q P t1, 2, 3, 4u so that the optimal solution is available

2 When the ISM heuristic is applied to our problem under the exponential distribution with gamma
prior, the probability structure of the “additional information” turns out to be the case of “full
information,” that is, the unknown customer WTP distribution parameter becomes known at the
end of each period. A detailed discussion is provided in Appendix A.2.
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and the exact performance measure νh (h � ISM,BZ, :, ;) defined in (2.14) can be

used. We also calculate the upper bound measure ν̄h defined by (2.17) alongside νh

(h � ISM,BZ, :, ;) in order to test its tightness.
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Figure 2.4: Heuristic I performance under exponential distribution with gamma
prior (T � 4).

First, we tune the parameter γ of Heuristic I by varying its value between 0 and 1.

The result is shown in Figure 2.4. Each box plot in the figure represents 40 instances

(10 a values by 4 q values), with the band inside the box denoting the median, box

edges denoting upper and lower quartiles, and end points denoting maximum and

minimum. It is revealed that when γ � 0.55, both revenue loss percentage ν and

its upper bound measure ν̄ achieve lowest medians. Hence, we will hereinafter use

γ � 0.55 for Heuristic I.

Figure 2.5 compares the revenue performance of the four heuristics under study,

ISM, BZ, Heuristic I, and Heuristic II, under T � 4. Again, each box plot in the

figure represents 40 instances. From the figure, we observe that the revenue loss

percentage of the ISM heuristic is quite low in most instances; however, on the

extreme (which will be analyzed later) its revenue loss can be up to more than 20%.

The revenue loss percentage of the BZ heuristic is generally sizeable. This is because

our problem setting features a short selling horizon and limited inventory. As a
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Figure 2.5: Heuristic performance under exponential distribution with gamma
prior (T � 4).

result, the exploration phase of the BZ heuristic is too short (only a few periods)

to ensure an accurate estimate of the unknown parameter. By contrast, Besbes and

Zeevi (2009) showed that the estimate typically converges after several thousands of

sales observations in their numerical experiments. Thus, the BZ heuristic appears

mostly suited for a high-sales volume environment, and for our problem the Bayesian

dynamic program approach is more appropriate.

For most scenarios, the performance of our Heuristic I is largely comparable to

that of the ISM heuristic. But the worse-case performance of Heuristic I is much

better than that of the ISM heuristic. This suggests that taking a simple weighted

average of derivative upper and lower bounds provides a reasonably good and ro-

bust approximation. Our Heuristic II, nevertheless, outperforms all other heuristics,

with negligible revenue losses as compared with the optimal policy in all scenarios.

This shows that using the open-loop policy as a surrogate for evaluating the deriva-

tive terms yields a tight approximation of the first-order condition. In addition, by

comparing the relative revenue loss percentage νh with its upper bound measure ν̄h

across different scenarios, Figure 2.5 shows that the upper bound measure is a quite

reliable proxy. This lends us confidence in using ν̄h later when the actual revenue
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loss measure is numerically infeasible to compute.
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Top panel: q � 1 and no unit is sold along the sample path. Bottom panel: q � 2,
and one unit is sold in period 4 (first selling period) and none afterward.

Figure 2.6: Comparison of sample-path prices under exponential distribution with
gamma prior (T � 4).

To further illustrate how the four heuristics work, we plot in Figure 2.6 two sample

paths of each heuristic policy against those of the optimal policy over a 4-period

selling horizon. We observe that the ISM heuristic significantly overprices when

there is only one unit of inventory. This is because this heuristic approximates the

original problem by assuming that after the first (selling) period the seller will gain

full information about the unknown parameter. Thus, the seller has little incentive to

sell the only unit early when she expects herself to gain “perfect” demand information

afterwards; hence, she will usually set a prohibitively high price as soon as inventory

level drops to one so as to “prevent” a sale. The above observation suggests that

the underlying approximation employed by the ISM heuristic might be too coarse in

such a scenario (especially when prior uncertainty is also high), which explains why

on the extreme the ISM heuristic yields a large revenue loss.
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The BZ heuristic also sometimes charges notably suboptimal prices. This is

because, in our setting, the BZ heuristic can approximate the unknown exponential

distribution parameter (and thus enter the exploitation phase) only if the number of

sales during the exploration phase is strictly between 0 and 1. Until such condition

is met, it will continue applying the myopic price, which makes it unresponsive to

the evolution of system states. This explains its inadequate revenue performance

revealed by Figure 2.5. Unlike the ISM heuristic, our Heuristic I generally prices low

relative to the optimal. Our heuristic II, however, prices nearly optimally along the

sample paths.
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Figure 2.7: Heuristic performance under exponential distribution with gamma
prior for various selling horizons.

Next, we increase the length of the selling decision horizon T P t4, 5, ..., 14u, and

exclusively use the upper bound measure ν̄h defined in (2.17) as the performance

measure because the optimal value function is numerically infeasible to compute

when T ¥ 5. For each T value, we vary q from 1 to T . Thus, there are a total of

99 combinations of pq, T q. The results are reported in Figure 2.7. Each of the four

subplot includes 990 instances (10 a values by 99 pq, T q combinations). From the

figure, we observe that the performance comparison of the four heuristics is consistent

with the findings in the case of T � 4, with our Heuristic II outperforming all other

heuristics. The ISM heuristic yields lower revenue losses than does Heuristic I on

average but has large extremes. Overall, Heuristic II is recommended for the best
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possible performance.
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Top panel: q � 1 and no unit is sold along the sample path. Bottom panel: q � 2,
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of sample-path prices under exponential distribution with
gamma prior (T � 10).

Figure 2.8 plots sample paths of the four heuristics under two instances when

T � 10. The figure shows that the pricing patterns revealed with T � 4 continue to

hold as selling season is extended. In particular, in the first scenario when q � 1,

the ISM heuristic continues to exhibit an over-pricing behavior, even setting price to

infinity during the first five selling periods (marked by solid triangles in the figure).

The vertical axis scales have to be enlarged to 110 and 50 to accommodate the larger-

than-normal prices for the ISM heuristic, whereas the vertical axis scales for the

other three heuristics are kept at 8 and 10 in their respective plots. This observation

explains the ISM heuristic’s large worst-case revenue loss (above 50% shown in Figure

2.7), which is from one of the instances with q � 1. On the other hand, our Heuristic

I prices much more modestly, and Heuristic II generally prices somewhere in between.

In addition, toward the end of the selling season, as prior uncertainty is reduced, the
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prices of different heuristics tend to converge.

To further test the robustness of our Heuristic II under other customer WTP

distributions, we conduct another study where the WTP distribution’s unknown

parameter follows a two-point prior. In other words, the customer WTP follows

one of two candidate distributions, and the prior denotes the probability that the

WTP distribution is one of the two. In this case, the dimensionality of the dynamic

program does not increase with the length of the decision horizon. Thus, we can use

the exact revenue loss percentage ν to measure heuristic performance.

Specifically, we separate this study into three distribution cases. In the first

case, the customer WTP follows one of two candidate exponential distributions with

respective means of 1{θ1 and 1{θ2. Their values are chosen to be 1{θ1 � 5 and 1{θ2 P
t10, 15, 20u. In the second case, the customer WTP follows one of two candidate

normal distributions with respective means of θ1 � 5 and θ2 P t10, 15, 20u. Both share

the same standard deviation of 5. In the third case, the customer WTP follows one

of two candidate lognormal distributions with respective logarithmic means of θ1 �
log 5 and θ2 P tlog 10, log 15, log 20u. Both distributions share the same logarithmic

standard deviation of 1. For each of the three cases, three initial prior scenarios

are considered: p0.2, 0.8q, p0.5, 0.5q, and p0.8, 0.2q, where the two entries in each

parenthesis represent the prior probabilities for θ1 and θ2, respectively. Similarly as

before, we choose the length of the selling decision horizon T P t4, 5, ..., 14u and, for

each T , initial inventory q P t1, 2, ..., T u, which give a total of 99 combinations of

pq, T q. Therefore, the total number of instances is 3 � 3 � 99 � 891 for each of the

three distribution cases.

The results are presented in Figure 2.9. From the figure, we observe that the

revenue losses of Heuristic II in these two-point prior cases are consistently low.

These results complement our findings in gamma prior cases and demonstrate that

the heuristic is robust with respect to WTP distributions. Specifically, we note that
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Figure 2.9: Heuristic II performance under two-point prior cases.

these results are based on the exact revenue loss percentage ν, whereas the results

reported in Figure 2.7 for the gamma prior cases are based on the upper bound

measure ν̄. Therefore, the actual performance for the gamma prior cases could be

lower, possibly close to those shown in Figure 2.9.

2.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we study a Bayesian dynamic pricing problem that features unknown

customer WTP, limited inventory, and short selling horizon. We first show that the

optimal price for this problem is always finite. We then prove a generalized envelope

theorem for the Bayesian dynamic program, and derive an explicit expression for

the first-order derivative of the dynamic program objective function. This derivative

expression reveals interesting insights about the intertwined effects of left censoring,

right censoring, and limited inventory in the problem, with the first one inducing

a lower price and the other two inducing a higher price. As these effects work in

opposite directions, the comparison between the optimal price and the myopic price

in our problem is inconclusive in general.

With the derivative expression, we also make methodological contributions by

deriving new, easy-to-compute solution bounds and heuristics for the problem. Ex-

tensive numerical studies are conducted to compare our heuristics with those pro-
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posed by Aviv and Pazgal (2005) and by Besbes and Zeevi (2009). We find that the

ISM heuristic by Aviv and Pazgal (2005) yields reasonable revenue performance in

most cases, except for when inventory is limited. The exploration-and-exploitation

algorithm by Besbes and Zeevi (2009) does not perform well in our short-horizon

setting, as the exploration phase is too short to ensure an accurate estimate of the

unknown parameter. Our Heuristic I provides generally satisfactory performance,

and our Heuristic II consistently outperforms other heuristics and is robust with

respect to different WTP distributions.

For future research, it would be interesting to explore other possible heuristic

methods to tackle the computational challenge of this problem. The two-sided cen-

soring effect in our problem is a result of the binary customer choice model. When

a customer faces a choice among multiple products, a more general choice model

that factors in the substitution effect is needed (Talluri and van Ryzin 2004). In this

case, estimating the customer WTP for multiple products may be intractable. A

possible approach is to directly estimate the (price-dependent) choice probabilities

through Bayesian learning (e.g., Ulu et al. 2012). We leave this to future research

investigations.
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3

Open-Loop Policies in Bayesian Dynamic Pricing:
Some Counter-Intuitive Observations and Insights

3.1 Introduction

Many inventory and pricing problems require demand learning in a dynamic, uncer-

tain environment (see Bertsekas 2000; Talluri and van Ryzin 2004). Such problems

can be formulated as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP).

Solving the POMDP is usually computationally challenging because of high dimen-

sionality of its state space. In practice, managers often resort to certain suboptimal

control policies that can be computed quickly (Treharne and Sox 2002). A simple,

intuitive class of such policies is the open-loop control policies (Bertsekas 2000). The

idea is to approximately solve the POMDP by ignoring future demand information

updating, i.e., without future information feedback and hence the term “open-loop.”

According to Bertsekas (2000), the simplest open-loop control policy, termed

the OL policy, is the one computed based on the initial prior belief without any

future updating. A more sophisticated one, termed the open-loop feedback control

(OLFC) policy, updates the posterior via Bayes’ rule in each period with past demand
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observations and then makes a decision by computing the OL policy corresponding to

the updated posterior. Apparently, the OLFC policy uses more demand information

than does the OL policy. It is thus quite intuitive to expect the OLFC policy to

outperform the OL policy. Bertsekas (2000) showed that this is indeed true in a

Bayesian inventory control problem (Proposition 6.2.1, p. 288) and concluded that

“the OLFC is a fairly satisfactory mode of control for many problems” (p. 291).

In this paper, we investigate whether such property of the open-loop policies con-

tinues to hold in a Bayesian dynamic pricing problem. Unlike in the inventory control

problem, the initial inventory in the dynamic pricing problem is fixed, and inventory

replenishment is not possible during the selling season (think of selling a house or

airline seats). The seller’s objective is to maximize revenue by dynamically adjusting

price in each period while learning customer demand via Bayesian updating. This

problem can be formulated as a POMDP (e.g., Aviv and Pazgal 2005, Araman and

Caldentey 2009, and Farias and Van Roy 2010). Building on the modeling framework

of Aviv and Pazgal (2005), we first show that, when there is ample inventory for sale,

the (suboptimal) revenue performance resulted from the OL policy is the same as the

optimal revenue performance in a system without information updating (where the

OL policy is optimal). This result was implicitly assumed (without a formal proof)

in the discussion of Bertsekas (2000, Proposition 6.2.1, p. 288). A direct implication

of this result is that the optimal revenue performance with proper information up-

dating is always greater than the optimal revenue performance in a system without

information updating. We then show that the OLFC policy always outperform the

OL policy in this case, which is consistent with the insight from the inventory con-

trol problem (Bertsekas 2000). We note that both the Bayesian inventory control

problem and the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem (with ample inventory) share a

common feature, that is, information updating does not stop prematurely until the

end of the decision horizon, so all demand realizations prior to the last period can
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influence the subsequent posterior belief and system performance.

However, this is not the case in the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem with lim-

ited inventory for sale. Consider the extreme case in which there is only one unit of

inventory for sale (such as selling a house), information updating can stop prema-

turely anytime when the unit is sold. As a result, the demand information observed

in the period when the unit is sold does not have any material effect on the sub-

sequent posterior belief and system performance (because the problem simply ends

in that period). In other words, information updating in such a problem is conse-

quential only for certain but not all demand events. Because of this difference, the

elegant, intuitive properties of the open-loop policies may no longer hold. Specifi-

cally, we construct analytical examples to reveal the following two counter-intuitive

observations.

First, we show that the (suboptimal) revenue performance resulted from the

OL policy may be less than the optimal revenue performance in a system without

information updating. Moreover, even the optimal revenue performance with proper

information updating may be less than the optimal revenue performance in a system

without information updating. This seemingly odd observation can be explained

as follows. As discussed above, when there is one unit for sale, only zero-demand

observations would be used for posterior updating and subsequent decision making.

As a result, the system with proper updating would continue revising the posterior

belief toward a lower demand expectation as long as the unit is not sold. On the other

hand, the system without information updating keeps applying the same initial prior

belief over time. As time goes by, such a belief would become increasingly biased

in one direction and overestimate demand, resulting in an “exaggerated” revenue

performance as compared to that in the system with proper updating.

Second, we show that the OL policy may actually outperform the OLFC pol-

icy. Thus, more information is not necessarily better in the Bayesian dynamic pric-
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ing problem with limited inventory. We provide the following explanation for this

counter-intuitive observation. Recall that when there is one unit inventory for sale,

failing to update the posterior properly leads to a biased belief that overestimates

demand. While the OLFC policy updates the posterior properly in each period, its

pricing decision assumes that this posterior will not change in future periods, mean-

ing that a biased belief is applied to all future periods. Clearly, this may lead to

suboptimal pricing decisions. On the other hand, the OL policy does not update

the posterior at all, so a biased belief is applied to both the current period and all

future periods. Here, interestingly, two errors may make a right—the OL policy may

accidentally result in a better pricing decision than does the OLFC policy. This is

why the simple OL policy may sometimes outperform the more sophisticated OLFC

policy in the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem with limited inventory.

In summary, we show that some common intuitions regarding the open-loop poli-

cies may not hold in general in the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem. This is be-

cause when there is limited inventory for sale, the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem

possesses a unique feature that information updating may stop prematurely, render-

ing certain demand information being inconsequential. Thanks to this feature, the

simple OL policy may outperform the more sophisticated OLFC policy. Thus, one

should not overlook the simple OL policy in some cases for such a problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We formulate the problem

and present our main results about the open-loop policies in §3.2. §3.3 concludes the

paper, and all proofs are contained in Appendix B.

3.2 Problem Formulation and Results

Consider a finite-horizon dynamic pricing problem with a single product. Inventory

replenishment is not possible during the selling horizon, and the terminal value of

unsold inventory is zero at the end of the horizon. At the beginning of each period,
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given the inventory level q, the seller determines the unit price p for the product. In

addition, it is assumed that the seller does not have full knowledge of the demand

environment, which she has to learn over time by observing demand realizations.

The goal is to maximize expected total revenue over the selling horizon.

Following the modeling framework in Aviv and Pazgal (2005), we formulate the

problem as a Bayesian dynamic program. Specifically, the selling horizon is di-

vided into backward-indexed T periods, T, ..., 1. Assume that the underlying demand

environment follows a Markov-modulated process governed by a set of core states

Ω � t1, ..., Ku and a K � K transition probability matrix A. Each demand state

k P Ω is characterized by function bkpd, pq, which is the probability that the demand

under state k is d given price p. Under demand state k and price p, the expected

total number of units sold in a period is denoted as

Skpq, pq �
¸
d

minpd, qq � bjpd, pq �
q�1̧

d�1

d � bkpd, pq � q �
¸
d¥q

bkpd, pq.

Define π � pπ1, ..., πKq as the prior belief of the seller at the beginning of a period

about the current state of demand, and V �
t as the optimal expected total revenue

generated over periods t, t � 1, ..., 1. The dynamic programming formulation is as

follows: for t � T, ..., 1,

V �
t pq, πq � max

p¥0

#
p

Ķ

j�1

Sjpq, pqπj �
Ķ

j�1

q�1̧

d�0

bjpd, pqπj �V �
t�1pq� d, π1pd, p|πqAq

+
, (3.1)

with V �
t p0, �q � 0, V �

0 p�, �q � 0, and π1pd, p|πq � pπ11, ..., π1Kq, where

π1j �
bjpd, pqπj°K
i�1 bipd, pqπi

, 1 ¤ j ¤ K. (3.2)

Note that the first term within the braces in (3.1) is the expected revenue for the

current period, and the second term calculates the expected future revenue based on

the updated posterior. The updating of posterior follows Bayes’ rule.
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Problem (3.1) in its general form is multi-dimensional and can be difficult to

solve, especially when the number of core states is large and the demand function

bkpd, pq is complex. Even when it is possible to numerically solve the problem,

the computational effort required for a large problem is often demanding. Hence

arises the necessity to use approximate dynamic programming techniques to solve

the problem more efficiently.

A simple heuristic is the open-loop (OL) policy (Bertsekas 2000). The idea is to

solve the pricing problem a priori, without taking into account the feedback—the

demand observed in each period. In other words, the initial prior only updates

itself based on the known transition matrix A while ignoring the subsequent demand

observations. Let V :
t denote the value function of such a system. The corresponding

simplified dynamic program can be formulated as: for t � T, ..., 1

V :
t pq, πq � max

p

#
p

Ķ

j�1

Sjpq, pqπj �
Ķ

j�1

q�1̧

d�0

bjpd, pqπj � V :
t�1pq � d, πAq

+
, (3.3)

with V :
t p0, �q � 0 and V :

0 p�, �q � 0. We note that in such a formulation the future

revenue is calculated based on the posterior πA instead of π1pd, p|πqA in (3.1). Denote

p:t as the optimal solution of (3.3) in period t, and tp:T , ..., p:1u as the optimal policy

of system (3.3). In this system, since posterior updating does not depend on demand

realizations, the optimal policy together with V :
T can be solved efficiently at the

beginning of the selling horizon.

If the seller implements this OL policy into the original problem (3.1), the

expected revenue, denoted as V OL
T pq, πq, can be determined recursively by: for

t � T, ..., 1

V OL
t pq, πq � p:t

Ķ

j�1

Sjpq, p:tqπj �
Ķ

j�1

q�1̧

d�0

bjpd, p:tqπj � V OL
t�1 pq � d, π1pd, p:t |πqAq, (3.4)
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with V OL
t p0, �q � 0, V OL

0 p�, �q � 0, and π1p�, �|�q given by (3.2). Apparently, since

the open-loop policy serves as a suboptimal policy for the original problem (3.1),

its expected revenue V OL
T pq, πq must be no greater than the optimal value function

V �
T pq, πq.

Building on the OL policy, one can develop the so-called open-loop feedback

control (OLFC) policy (Bertsekas 2000, §6.2). Unlike the OL policy, the OLFC policy

learns the demand realization in each period and updates the posterior following

Bayes’ rule. Nonetheless, in each period t, instead of solving for the optimal price p�t ,

the OLFC policy determines the current-period price by solving a t-period OL policy

with the updated posterior. In particular, the OLFC works as follows: In period

t, upon collecting the current inventory state qt and belief πt, it solves V :
t pqt, πtq

as defined by (3.3) and find the period-t optimal price pOLFCt :� p:tpqt, πtq. After

implementing this price and observing demand realization dt, it updates inventory

state by qt�1 � qt�dt and posterior belief by πt�1 � π1tpdt, pOLFCt |πtqA, thereby going

to next period t� 1.

Note that the OLFC policy, like the OL policy, ignores future demand learning

every time when it makes a pricing decision. Only after price is set and demand is

realized does the OLFC policy learn from demand and update posterior.

Similarly, if the seller implements the OLFC policy into problem (3.1), her ex-

pected revenue, denoted as V OLFC
T pq, πq, can be determined recursively in a similar

fashion to (3.4). Once again, V OLFC
T pq, πq must be no greater than the optimal value

function V �
T pq, πq. Since OLFC policy is built on the OL policy and uses additional

information for updating, intuition suggests that the OLFC policy should perform

better than does the OL policy. In what follows, we investigate whether this intuition

holds true in general for the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem.
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3.2.1 Ample Inventory Case

In this section, we consider a special case in which inventory is ample. That is,

assume the initial inventory is sufficient to cover the maximum possible demand over

the entire selling horizon. Specifically, define d̄t as the maximum demand in period

t for t � T, ..., 1. The following proposition characterizes the relationship among V :
T ,

V OL
T and V OLFC

T :

Proposition 12. Suppose q ¥ °T
t�1 d̄t, i.e., there is ample inventory. For any T ¡ 0

and any prior π, the following hold:

(a) V OL
T pq, πq � V :

T pq, πq;

(b) V OL
T pq, πq ¤ V OLFC

T pq, πq.

Part (a) of the above proposition shows that, when there is ample inventory,

the value function V :
T used for computing the OL policy equals exactly to the ex-

pected revenue that can be collected from applying the (suboptimal) OL policy to

the original problem (i.e., V OL
T ). Thus, to evaluate the performance of the OL pol-

icy, knowing the value function V :
T would suffice. Recall that the OL policy does

not take into account information updating on the basis of demand observations.

Further, since inventory is ample, the OL price in each period is simply the myopic

price that maximizes the current period revenue. As a result, the expected revenue

from applying the OL policy to the original problem is the same as if there were no

Bayesian updating at all, and hence V OL
T � V :

T in this case.

Part (b) extends the result shown by Bertsekas (2000, Proposition 6.2.1, p. 288)

in a Bayesian inventory control problem to our Bayesian dynamic pricing problem

with ample inventory. That is, the OLFC policy outperforms the OL policy. Recall

that the OLFC policy updates the posterior with the demand observation in each

period, whereas the OL policy does not. Therefore, the performance improvement
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can be explained intuitively by the additional demand information used. We note

that this insight is essentially a generalization of the concavity of the Bayes risk in a

single-period problem (see DeGroot 1970, Theorem 1, p. 125).

The above insights of Proposition 12 are shown under the assumption of ample

inventory. As will be shown below, and quite surprisingly, when the ample inventory

assumption is removed, these intuitive insights no longer hold.

3.2.2 Limited Inventory Case

In this section, we remove the ample inventory assumption. For analytical tractabil-

ity, we adopt a deterministic arrival process where only one customer arrives in each

period. Also, we focus on the situation where the available inventory is one unit

(q � 1), there are two demand states (K � 2), and the demand environment is static

(i.e., the transition matrix A is an identity matrix).

We can redefine the demand function as bkppq, k � 1, 2, as the probability that a

type-k customer buys the product in a period when it is priced at p. The probability

of no purchase from the type-k customer is denoted by b̄kppq � 1 � bkppq. Assume

that bkppq is continuous in p. Note that b̄kp�q can be interpreted as the cumulative

distribution function of type-k customer’s willingness-to-pay. Without loss of gen-

erality, we make the assumption that state 1 is of “low” demand. In other words,

b1ppq ¤ b2ppq for any p ¥ 0, that is, given the same price, type-1 customer is less

likely than type-2 customer to buy the product. With slight abuse of notation, let π

denote the prior probability of demand state 1 in period t; the corresponding prior

probability of demand state 2 is simply 1�π. Since q � 1, we can suppress the state

variable q in dynamic programs (3.1) and (3.3) and reduce them to the following:

for t � T, ..., 1

V �
t pπq � max

p¥0

#
p � bpp|πq � b̄pp|πq � V �

t�1

�
πb̄1ppq
b̄pp|πq


+
(3.5)
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and

V :
t pπq � max

p¥0
tp � bpp|πq � b̄pp|πq � V :

t�1pπqu, (3.6)

where bpp|πq :� πb1ppq � p1 � πqb2ppq and b̄pp|πq :� 1 � bpp|πq.
As before, the OL policy, denoted as tp:T , ..., p:1u, is defined as the optimal policy

of system (3.6). The seller’s expected revenue when implementing the OL policy to

system (3.5) is denoted as V OL
T pπq, which can be computed by: for t � T, ..., 1

V OL
t pπq � p:t � bpp:t |πq � b̄pp:t |πq � V OL

t�1

�
πb̄1pp:tq
b̄pp:t |πq

�
, (3.7)

with V OL
0 p�q � 0. The OLFC policy, denoted as tpOLFCT , ..., pOLFC1 u, is generated by

pOLFCt �
#
p:T , t � T ;

p:t

�
πt�1b̄1ppOLFC

t�1 q

b̄ppOLFC
t�1 |πt�1q

	
, t � T � 1, ..., 1.

Its expected revenue when implemented into system (3.5) is denoted as V OLFC
T pπq and

can be determined recursively in a similar fashion to (3.7). The following proposition

shows the relationship among V :
T , V OL

T , and V �
T :

Proposition 13. In a two-state static system with q � 1, V OL
T pπq ¤ V �

T pπq ¤ V :
T pπq

for any T ¡ 0 and any prior π.

Proposition 13 shows that, when inventory is limited, the expected revenue from

applying the OL policy to the original problem is less than the value function V :
T .

This result is different from Proposition 12(a) of the ample inventory case, and the

difference arises from the following nuance between the two cases. When there is

ample inventory, information updating does not stop prematurely until the end of

the decision horizon, so all demand realizations prior to the last period can influence

the subsequent posterior belief and system performance (same as in the Bayesian

inventory control problem considered in Bertsekas 2000). On the contrary, when
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inventory is limited, information updating can stop prematurely anytime when the

available inventory is depleted to zero. As a result, the demand information observed

in the period when the inventory is sold out does not have any material effect on the

subsequent posterior belief and system performance (because the problem simply

ends in that period). In other words, information updating in such a problem is

consequential only for certain but not all demand events.

Moreover, it is quite surprising to find out that V :
T is actually greater than the

optimal revenue V �
T in the original problem. To help understand this insight, we

provide a simple example below. Assume that low-type and high-type buyers re-

spectively have fixed, known WTP x1 � $1 and x2 � $2, and that the selling horizon

has only two periods (i.e. two buyers will arrive sequentially) with an initial prior

π � 0.4. In a Bayesian-updating system (V �
T ) the seller infers the type of the second

buyer based on the response from the first buyer. It is easy to show that she should

charge the first buyer $2. With probability 0.6, the first buyer is of high type and

will buy the unit for $2. With probability 0.4, the first buyer is of low type and will

not buy it. In the latter case the seller will learn that the second buyer is also going

to be of low type and thus will sell the unit to the second buyer for $1. Hence, her

expected total revenue is 0.6 � $2 � 0.4 � $1 � $1.6.

By contrast, in a no-updating system (V :
T ) with the same initial prior π � 0.4, the

seller treats the second buyer as independent from the first. Thus, if the unit is left

over, she will keep using the initial prior π � 0.4. With that belief, she will charge the

second buyer $2 and expects herself to earn 0.4�$0�0.6�$2 � $1.2. As such, the no-

updating system gives an expected total revenue of 0.6�$2�0.4�$1.2 � $1.68 ¡ $1.6.

From this simple example, it is clear that the Bayesian-updating system (V �
T ) would

continue revising the posterior belief toward a lower demand expectation as long as

the unit is not sold. On the other hand, the no-updating system (V :
T ) keeps applying

the same initial prior belief over time. Such a belief would become increasingly biased
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in one direction and overestimate demand, resulting in an “exaggerated” revenue

performance V :
T as compared to V �

T in the Bayesian-updating system.

Next, let us examine the relationship between V OL
T and V OLFC

T under the limited

inventory case. To do so, we shall restrict our attention to the following case. The

type-1 (low type) customer’s willingness-to-pay is zero, so he never buys the product.

Each type-2 (high type) customer’s willingness-to-pay is an i.i.d. random draw: w

with probability α, and w with probability 1�α, with 0   w   w and 0   α   w{w.

As a result, the demand function bkp�q can be written as follows:

b1ppq � 0; b2ppq �

$'&
'%

1, p ¤ w,

α, w   p ¤ w,

0, p ¡ w.

(3.8)

Proposition 14. In a two-state static system with q � 1, T � 3, and bkp�q defined

in (3.8), if p1�αqp1�α�w�αwq
pw�αwqα�p1�αq2w

  π   αpw�wq
p1�αqw

, then V OL
T pπq ¡ V OLFC

T pπq.

The above proposition provides conditions of a counterexample in which the OL

policy outperforms the OLFC policy in the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem when

inventory is limited, suggesting that having more information may not make one

better off in this case. This result is in stark contrast to Proposition 12(b) of the

ample inventory case. To shed light on this counter-intuitive observation, we provide

a detailed example below.

Assume π � 0.5, w � $1.2, w � $1, and α � 0.75, which satisfy the condition of

Proposition 14. This means that the three-period selling horizon starts with initial

prior π � 0.5 that the first buyer is of either low or high types with equal probabilities.

For each high-type buyer, his willingness-to-pay is an i.i.d. draw of either $1.2 (with

probability 0.75) or $1 (with probability 0.25). Apparently, the only sensible prices

under any policies are $1.2 and $1 in any period. It can be shown that the optimal

policy is p�3 � $1.2, p�2 � $1.2 if the unit is not sold in the first period, and p�1 � $1
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if the unit is not sold until the last period. (Recall that the time subscripts are

backward indexed.)

It can also be shown that both OL and OLFC policies choose the same price

as the optimal policy for the first period, i.e., pOL3 � pOLFC3 � $1.2. Therefore, to

compare the performance of the OL and OLFC policies, it suffices to consider the

last two periods conditional on the product is not sold in the first period. In such a

case, given the no-purchase observation of the first period, the updated posterior is

π2 � π{p1 � α � απq � 0.5{p1 � 0.75 � 0.75 � 0.5q � 0.8.

Let us first consider the OL price in the second period. Recall that the OL

policy does not update posterior and uses the initial prior π � 0.5 for the second

period, which now overestimates the chance of the high-type state (compared to the

correct belief of 1 � 0.8 � 0.2 for the high-type state). Under this overestimated

belief, which tends to inflate price, the OL policy sets price pOL2 � $1.2 in the second

period, which is the same as p�2 of the optimal policy. Finally, in the last period, the

OL policy continues to use the initial prior π � 0.5. In this case, charging price $1.2

earns an expected revenue 0.5� 0.75� $1.2 � $0.45, whereas charging price $1 earns

0.5 � $1 � $0.5. Thus, the OL policy sets price pOL1 � $1, which is again the same

as p�1 of the optimal policy. It follows that the OL policy achieves the same expected

revenue as does the optimal policy, i.e., V OL
3 � V �

3 .

By contrast, the OLFC policy uses the updated posterior π2 � 0.8 in determining

the price for the second period. Specifically, the OLFC policy solves a two-period

OL policy with the updated posterior. In other words, the seller under the OLFC

policy, when deciding on pOLFC2 , expects herself to carry the belief π2 � 0.8 all the

way to the last period. If the seller charges price $1.2, the product will be sold with

probability p1 � 0.8q � 0.75 � 0.15 (i.e., if and only if the second buyer is of high

type and his willingness-to-pay turns out to be $1.2). Otherwise, the seller will have

to sell the unit in the last period. Given the belief π1 � 0.8 used for the last period,
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charging price $1.2 earns an expected revenue p1�0.8q�0.75�$1.2 � $0.18, whereas

charging price $1 earns p1� 0.8q � $1 � $0.2. Thus, the best expected revenue from

the last period is $0.2. Hence, the seller’s expected revenue by charging price $1.2

in the second period is 0.15� $1.2� 0.85� $0.2 � $0.35.1 Alternatively, if the seller

charges price $1 in the second period, there are two possibilities: with probability

0.2, the buyer is of high type and the seller collects $1; otherwise, the seller will have

to sell the unit in the last period. In the latter case, since the belief π3 � 0.8 is

used for the last period, the best expected revenue from the last period is $0.2 as

shown above. Therefore, the seller’s expected revenue by charging price $1 in the

second period is 0.2� $1� 0.8� $0.2 � $0.36 ¡ $0.35. As a result, the seller will set

pOLFC2 � $1, which is suboptimal compared to p�2 � $1.2.2 This implies a suboptimal

revenue from the OLFC policy, i.e., V OLFC
3   V �

3 . Combining this with the analysis

of the OL policy, we arrive at V OLFC
3   V OL

3 .

From the above example, we observe that, in each period, while the OLFC policy

updates the posterior properly, it assumes that this posterior will keep constant in

future periods. This implies that a biased belief is applied to all future periods

when the pricing decision is made. Clearly, this may lead to suboptimal pricing

decisions. On the other hand, the OL policy does not update the posterior at all,

so a biased belief is applied to both the current period and all future periods. Here,

interestingly, two errors may make a right—the OL policy may accidentally result

in a better pricing decision than does the OLFC policy. This is why the simple

1 Note that the correct posterior for the last period in this case should be π1 � π2{p1 � α �
απ2q � 0.94. Thus, under the correct posterior, the expected revenue from the last period is
p1 � 0.94q � $1 � $0.06. The correct expected revenue by charging price $1.2 in the second period
should be 0.15 � $1.2 � 0.85 � $0.06 � $0.23.

2 In fact, since the unit is not sold at a price $1, one can infer that the buyer is a low type for
sure—hence the correct posterior for the last period should be π1 � 1 and the expected revenue
from the period is $0. The correct expected revenue by charging price $1 in the second period is
0.2 � $1 � 0.8 � $0 � $0.2, which is less than the expected revenue of charging price $1.2 as shown
in footnote 1. Therefore, the optimal decision is to choose p�2 � $1.2.
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OL policy may sometimes outperform the more sophisticated OLFC policy in the

Bayesian dynamic pricing problem with limited inventory.

3.2.3 Additional Numerical Examples

To further illustrate the relationship of V :
T , V OL

T , and V �
T under q � 1, we construct

a numerical experiment that compares the magnitude of these three values under

a variety of parameter combinations. In our study, we select T P t5, 10u, K � 4,

and a static demand dynamic characterized by an 4-by-4 identity matrix A. An

uninformative initial prior πT � p1{4, ..., 1{4q is applied. We also follow Aviv and

Pazgal (2005) to model demand as follows: For each core state k � 1, 2, 3, 4, cus-

tomers arrive in each period according to a Poisson process with rate λk ¡ 0, and

their willingness-to-pay follows an exponential distribution with mean βk. That is,

in any period, the actual demand of type k follows a Poisson distribution with mean

λke
�p{βk . For each instance, the demand parameters tλku and tβku average at 2.5

and 1, respectively.

Four cases are considered: (1) λ varies across k, while βk � 1 for all k; (2) β

varies across k, while λk � 2.5 for all k; (3) λ and β vary with positive correlation,

with the largest λ corresponding to the largest β; and (4) λ and β vary with negative

correlation, with the largest λ corresponding to the smallest β. In cases where either

parameter varies across k, its spread is controlled by γ P t2, 4u—The largest value of

β is set to 2γ
1�γ

, the smallest value is set to 2
1�γ

, and the other two values are evenly

distributed in between, so that their average is kept at 1; similarly, the two extreme

values of λ are 5γ
1�γ

and 5
1�γ

, respectively, with the other two values evenly placed in

between.

For each parameter instance, we plot pV OL
T , V :

T q on a scatter plot shown in Figure

3.1(a), and plot pV �
T , V

:
T q on a scatter plot shown in Figure 3.1(b). In Figure 3.1(a),

all circles are located above the 45-degree diagonal line, which means that V :
T is
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Figure 3.1: Numerical comparison between V :
T , V OL

T , and V �
T .

greater than V OL
T in all instances. In Figure 3.1(b), more than half of the circles are

located above the diagonal, implying that V :
T is also greater than V �

T in a majority of

cases. This study suggests that the findings of Proposition 13 can be extended to a

system with more than two states. That is, when there is only one unit of inventory,

the value function used for computing the OL policy inflates the expected revenue

of the policy and can even exceed the optimal revenue in some cases.

Recall that Proposition 14 finds that the OL policy can outperform the OLFC

policy under certain conditions in a system with a specific demand function (3.8).

To see whether this insight continues to hold in other scenarios, we conduct another

numerical experiment in which there are two states, whose corresponding demand

functions are bkppq � 1� e�p{βk , k � 1, 2, where β1   β2 are the two parameters that

describe the low and high demand states, respectively. Figure 3.2 plots the revenue

difference between the OLFC policy and the OL policy with respect to different

values of the initial prior πT , with T � 5, β1 � 1, and β2 � 4. Other combinations of

parameters yield similar numerical results and are omitted for brevity. From Figure

3.2, it is clear that V OLFC
T   V OL

T when πT is below a certain threshold. Thus, the
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insight of Proposition 14 that the OLFC policy does not necessarily dominate the

OL policy continues to hold under this more general demand function.
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Figure 3.2: Numerical comparison between V OL and V OLFC (T � 5).

3.3 Conclusion

In this paper, we examine and compare the performance of open-loop policies in

a Bayesian dynamic pricing problem. When there is ample inventory for sale, we

show that some textbook results (Berteskas 2000) regarding the open-loop policies

extend nicely to the Bayesian dynamic pricing problem. However, when there is

limited inventory for sale, these results no longer hold. Specifically, a simple OL

policy may outperform a more sophisticated OLFC policy in this case. This is due

to a unique feature of the problem with limited inventory—information updating

may stop prematurely, rendering certain demand information being inconsequential.

Thus, extra care is needed when one designs heuristic policies for such a problem

(see Chen and Wu 2019 for one of such efforts).
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4

Dynamic Advance Scheduling of Elective Surgeries
under Limited Bed Capacity and Random

Length-of-Stay

4.1 Introduction

In many healthcare providers that perform surgeries, patients will first be taken

into an intensive care unit (ICU) immediately after receiving their surgeries in the

operating room (OR). They are monitored closely during their stay in the ICU until

their conditions become stable, when they are then transferred to a step-down unit

or being discharged home. The patient’s length of stay (LOS) in the ICU depends

on his health status and is hence largely random.

Oftentimes, rising demand for surgeries puts a strain on the resources of the ICU,

especially beds (Chan et al. 2011). When a new patient finishing surgery faces a fully

occupied ICU, the operations of the healthcare provider are inevitably interrupted.

If possible, a surge capacity will be utilized. For example, hospitals may employ

“flex” beds that are primarily designed to transition patients between locations to

temporarily accommodate excessive patients. Otherwise, a triage decision is made
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to prematurely discharge the “healthiest” patients in the ICU to make room, pre-

sumably moving them to a step-down unit so that they can potentially return to the

ICU when urgent needs arise. Alternatively, the new patient is diverted to another

location capable of provide intensive care.

A degradation of service quality, each of the above scenario is undesirable and

hence should be limited. In other words, the capacity limit of the ICU should be

incorporated when decision is made to schedule surgeries. Indeed, it is shown that

significant cost reduction can be achieved by including downstream congestion into

the admission decision (Robinson et al. 1968). Yet, empirical evidence suggests that

such consideration is seldom incorporated in surgical planning (Bowers 2013).

This paper is motivated by such a problem facing the cardiothoracic surgery unit

in Duke University Hospital. Some surgeries performed by the unit are considered

emergencies, such as heart transplant and lung transplant. In such cases, the unit is

notified of organ availability with 8-12 hours advanced notice; during this time span,

emergency surgery is prepared, and patient is admitted. Other surgeries, mostly re-

ferred externally, are considered elective and are scheduled with future appointments

at the time of request.

Besides eight ORs, the unit has a dedicated ICU with 16 regular beds and a 1:1

nurse-to-patient ratio, and two step-down units, each with 31 beds and a 1:3 ratio.

After receiving surgery in an OR on the day of surgery, the patient is transferred to

the ICU and later to a step-down unit prior to release. Occasionally, patients in a

step-down unit are re-admitted to the ICU due to medical needs. Patient’s LOS in

the ICU exhibits a significant variability, ranging from less than one day to nearly a

month. See Figure 4.1 for a patient flow diagram.

With a growing patient population, the unit is observing increasing waiting times

for elective surgeries as well as a high ICU congestion, prompting frequent diversions

and early discharges to the step-down units. In fact, the ICU has already deployed
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Figure 4.1: Patient flow diagram at Duke University Hospital’s cardiothoracic
surgery unit.

four “flex” beds to add to its regular capacity. Before committing to an expensive

capacity expansion, Duke University Hospital is investigating how improve its ad-

vance scheduling process of elective surgeries in order to both reduce ICU congestion

and shorten patients’ waiting time.

This paper studies a dynamic advance scheduling problem that considers a capacity-

constrained ICU with a random patient LOS. It has been acknowledged that random

LOS renders intractable models since a large state space is required to record the

number of days each patient already stayed in the ICU, which has a bearing on his

remaining LOS (Gupta 2007). To further complicates the matter, dynamic advance

scheduling is another well-known challenge that will lead to the “curse of dimen-

sionality” because the schedule involves appointments for multiple days (Gupta and

Denton 2008). Such a problem is much harder than a dynamic allocation scheduling

problem where the hospital only assigns resources for the current period without

scheduling into the future.

To this end, we formulate a dynamic programming model with two classes of

patients – elective surgery patients and emergency surgery patients. The demand of

the former is observed and scheduled into the future. After surgery, each patient will

occupy a bed in the ICU for a random number of days which we assume to follow
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a geometric distribution, thereby circumventing the high dimensionality caused by

random LOS. Nevertheless, the scheduling decision in each period depends on the

number of new elective surgery requests, the number of patients in the ICU, and the

complete schedule currently available. As we consider an infinite planning horizon,

both the state space and the decision space are infinite dimensional.

The contributions of our paper are as follows. First, we fill the gap in the literature

by first formulating a dynamic advance scheduling problem that features a random

patient LOS. In particular, two papers in the literature are most relevant to our

work: Truong (2015) studies an advance scheduling problem without random patient

LOS, and Liu et al. (2019) study an allocation scheduling problem with random

patient LOS. Our model generalizes essential features of these two models, and two

relaxations of our model nicely link back to their models. Second, we leverage the

optimal solution to the allocation scheduling problems to construct heuristic solutions

to the advance scheduling problem. Such construction extends the work by Truong

(2015). Third, we conduct a numerical experiment to demonstrate that our heuristics

consistently achieve good performance.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. §4.2 discusses how our paper

contributes to the literature. We formulate the problem in §4.3. Next, §4.4 develops

two relaxation schemes to simplify the problem and constructs heuristics for solving

the problem. §4.5 demonstrates the performance of our heuristics through numerical

experiment. §4.6 concludes the paper.

4.2 Literature Review

The topic of surgical scheduling has attracted a great deal of attention from both

medical practitioners and operations researchers, with an extensive and fast expand-

ing body of literature. Comprehensive reviews are provided by Gupta (2007), Gupta

and Denton (2008), and, more recently, Guerriero et al. (2011).
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A substantial portion of previous work has focused on developing a recurrent

schedule for elective surgeries in the operating room by solving a static problem.

See Hsu et al. (2003), Helm and Van Oyen (2014), Gartner and Kolisch (2014), etc.

Our model, instead, adopts a dynamic modeling approach that allows schedules to

respond to changes in system states.

As Gupta and Denton (2008) noted, most research that relates to dynamic ap-

pointment scheduling concentrates on intraday scheduling through modeling pa-

tient’s direct waiting time, defined as the gap between his arrival time on the ap-

pointment day and the time his surgery starts. Surveys of literature in this category

are given by Cayirli and Veral (2003) and Klassen and Rohleder (2004). These pa-

pers usually study how to spread surgery appointments among time intervals within

a day to achieve certain objectives. For example, Muthuraman and Lawley (2008)

consider overbooking a day to compensate for patient no-shows. Other papers in-

clude Robinson and Chen (2003), Kim and Giachetti (2006), Huang and Zuniga

(2011), LaGanga and Lawrence (2012), etc.

By contrast, another stream of research relates to patient’s indirect waiting time,

defined as the day in which he requests for an appointment and his actual appoint-

ment date. Our paper falls into this group. There are primarily two scheduling ap-

proaches in this paradigm, advance scheduling and allocation scheduling (also known

as admission control). The former requires the hospital to specify an exact (possibly

future) appointment date when the patient calls in for an appointment. By contrast,

the latter does not allow booking surgeries into the future; rather, the hospital only

decides the number of patients to treat in the current period, and patients who can-

not be treated in the current period are either placed in a queue or rejected. In both

approaches, the scheduling decision is made usually by considering one or more lim-

ited resources and a random demand of emergency surgeries that may arise during

the day which must be performed right away.
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Among allocation scheduling papers, Gerchak et al. (1996) formulate a dynamic

programming model and characterize the optimal number of elective surgery patients

to admit every day. Their work has since been extended by, e.g., Patrick et al. (2008),

Ayvaz and Huh (2010), Huh et al. (2013), and Min and Yih (2014), through incor-

porating such features as multiple elective surgery classes, time-dependent patient

priorities, and multiple resources. Helm et al. (2011) propose creating a third queue

in addition to elective and emergency surgery patients to improve performance. Of-

tentimes, these papers eye resources consumed in the operating room, such as physi-

cian time, medical equipment, etc., that typically do not depend on the scheduling

policy, and it is almost always the case that each patient only consumes resources

during the surgery day.

By contrast, the ICU bed on the downstream as a resource with a limited capac-

ity is very rarely considered. Unlike resources in the operating room, an ICU bed is

usually occupied by a patient for multiple periods, so that the number of beds avail-

able in each period is dependent on scheduling decisions made earlier. This greatly

complicates the model. Two allocation scheduling papers explicitly include this fea-

ture. Liu et al. (2019), as will be discussed in detail later, formulate a discrete-time

dynamic programming model that accounts for a geometrically distributed patient

LOS and obtain structural properties of the optimal scheduling decision. Samiedaluie

et al. (2017) formulate a more complicated, continuous-time dynamic programming

model based on exponential patient LOS, though the optimal policy is not charac-

terized.

Compared with the allocation scheduling problem, the advance scheduling prob-

lem is notably more difficult to solve due to a higher dimensional decision space.

For example, Patrick et al. (2008) use approximate dynamic programming to de-

velop heuristics for scheduling patients with different priorities. Liu et al. (2010) and

Feldman et al. (2014) study the advance scheduling problem with patient no-shows
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and construct heuristics based on the policy iteration algorithm. Patrick (2012) also

considers patient no-shows and conduct simulation to indicate that a short booking

window is preferable to the open-access policy. Truong (2015), as will be discussed in

detail later, differs from the above by deriving the optimal advance scheduling pol-

icy. None of these papers, however, incorporates patient LOS consideration. In other

words, our paper fits an important gap in dynamic surgery scheduling literature by

studying an advance scheduling problem with a random LOS.

4.3 Model Formulation

Consider an infinite planning horizon indexed by t � 1, 2, .... Each period will be

alternatively referred to as a day. Denote the demand for elective and emergency

surgeries that arise during each period t as δt and εt, respectively. We assume that δt

and εt are i.i.d. non-negative integer-valued random variables with respective means

µδ and µε. Emergency surgeries must be performed in the period they arise. Elective

surgeries, however, can be accommodated in future1, in which case the hospital needs

to provide a specific surgery date that is binding, hence the name advance scheduling.

By committing itself to such a date, the hospital can plan necessary resources for

the surgery in advance and also allow the patient to make plans accordingly.

Each elective surgery postponed will incur a cost of W per period. The waiting

cost is commonly adopted in literature (e.g. Gerchak et al. 1996, Ayvaz and Huh

2010) to capture losses associated with delay in treatment, such as inconvenience,

possible progression of illness, loss of goodwill, etc. For simplicity, we do not consider

patient no-shows and cancellations. For scheduling that involves such considerations,

please refer to Liu et al. (2010) and Feldman et al. (2014). In other words, elective

1 In reality, there is usually a finite time window into the future in which an elective surgery can
be scheduled. In our model, however, we allow the hospital to schedule an elective surgery into any
future date for modeling simplicity. The waiting cost incurred for postponing elective surgeries is
designed to curb the possibility that surgeries are delayed unnecessarily.
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surgery patients will show up exactly as dictated by the schedule.

Both elective and emergency surgeries are performed in the operating room. Since

our paper focuses on the effect of a limited-capacity ICU on the interday patient

dynamics, we will assume that the operating room has infinite capacity and hence

is always be capable of completing the surgery in no time. After receiving surgery

(elective or emergency), the patient goes to the ICU for extensive care. We assume

that length of stay (LOS) for all patients in the ICU are i.i.d. draws from a (single)

geometric distribution2. The hospital knows this distribution but not each patient’s

realization beforehand. Equivalently, each patient will leave the ICU with probability

1�ξ at the end of each period. Such an assumption is shown by Litvak et al.(2008) to

be appropriate in modeling patient LOS. By assuming a geometric LOS, we retain the

Markovian property that will help us formulate the problem as a dynamic program.

After leaving the ICU, the patient may be discharged or be transitioned into a step-

down unit which we do not explicitly model. As such, for our modeling purposes,

the patient will permanently leave the system once he leaves the ICU.

The ICU has a finite capacity of K beds3. The capacity limit is “soft” in the

sense that we allow it to accommodate more than K patients at a time by charg-

ing an over-utilization cost O per period on each “overflow” patient. In practice,

the hospital may handle extra patients by employing a surge capacity, temporarily

diverting incoming patients to another extensive care unit, or temporarily moving

relatively stable patients in the ICU to a step-down unit to make room. On the other

hand, for each empty bed, an under-utilization cost L per period is incurred in order

to reflect the fact that some resources are left idle in such circumstances. In other

2 A generalization of this requirement will be discussed in §4.6.

3 Several papers in the literature, e.g., Huh et al. (2013), Truong (2015), and Liu et al. (2019),
consider multiple resources and/or allow the consumption of resources by patients to be random.
Such arrangements did not in a material way alter the results. Since our paper focuses on ICU
congestion, we have decided to restrict our attention to a single resource (bed) and deterministic
consumption (1 unit per patient per day).
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words, if s patients end up in the ICU, the total over- and under-utilization cost is

fpsq :� Ops�Kq��Lps�Kq�. Liu et al. (2019) provides a detailed discussion that

justifies this cost structure. Earlier papers, such as Vissers et al. (2005) and Nunes

et al. (2009), also penalize deviations from desired resource utilization levels.

The sequence of events in each period t is described as follows:

1. Hospital observes existing schedule of elective surgeries ~xt � pxt, xt�1, ...q and

the number of patients currently occupying the ICU, nt. Note that ~xt was

decided in previous periods – for example, xt elective surgery patients scheduled

earlier will show up today. By virtue of the geometric LOS, each existing

patient’s prior LOS has no effect on his remaining LOS. Thus, the nt patients

can be thought to be readmitted to the ICU first at the beginning of period t.

2. A random number of new elective surgery requests, δt, arises and is observed

by the hospital. A decision is to be made to put all δt requests into the schedule

~xt and update it accordingly. We denote the new schedule as pmt � nt, ~ztq �
pmt � nt, zt�1, zt�2, ...q. Note that mt � nt ¥ xt and zt�i ¥ xt�i for i � 1, 2, ...

because prior schedule will have to be honored, so that new requests can only be

added to the schedule without moving any of the existing ones. |~zt| :� °8
i�1 zt�i

is the total number of elective surgeries that are postponed. As mentioned, each

incurs a waiting cost of W .

3. mt�nt elective surgeries scheduled for today are performed, and these patients

are admitted to the ICU after surgery. The ICU now has mt ¥ nt patients.

4. A random number of new emergency surgery requests, εt, arises. The surgeries

are performed right away, and the patients are transitioned to the ICU. By

now the ICU has mt � εt patients.

5. Over- and under-utilization costs are incurred.
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6. Each patient in the ICU will independently leave with probability 1�ξ. Hence,

the number of patients staying in the ICU at the beginning of next period is

a binomial random variable denoted as nt�1 � Binpmt � εt, ξq. The schedule

that will be carried over to the next period is ~zt.

An issue with advance scheduling model in general is the difficulty to guarantee that

patients are served in the first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner. This also applies to our

model. That is, as long as past schedules cannot be moved, it is entirely possible

that an elective surgery request that arises later will eventually obtain an earlier

spot than one of its predecessors. Truong (2015, §9.2) discusses this issue of fairness

and comments that during implementation, hospital can expedite appointments ac-

cording to patient’s preference to achieve FIFO. Patrick et al. (2008) also adopts a

similar formulation.

As discussed, thanks to the assumption of geometrically distributed LOS, we can

formulate the hospital’s dynamic advance scheduling problem as an infinite-horizon

dynamic program. The objective is to minimize the total discounted cost including

waiting cost, over-utilization cost, and under-utilization cost. The hospital’s decision

in each period is to determine mt and ~zt to complete the schedule. Let V pδt, nt, ~xtq
be the total discounted cost with discount factor γ   1, the Bellman equation of the

dynamic program is4: for t � 1, 2, ...

V pδt, nt, ~xtq � min
mt,~zt¥0

tW |~zt| � Erfpmt � εtqs � γErV pδt�1, nt�1, ~ztqsu (4.1)

s.t. xt ¤ mt � nt ¤ xt � δt, (4.2)

xt�i ¤ zt�i ¤ xt�i � δt for i � 1, 2, ..., (4.3)

mt � |~zt| � δt � nt � |~xt|, (4.4)

where nt�1 � Binpmt � εt, ξq.
4 Since we assume that the random variables are stationary across periods, we can drop time

indices from variables. However, that would greatly confuse notations when it comes to preparing
future schedule. Hence, we decided against doing so.
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Note that lower bounds in (4.2) and (4.3) make sure that the schedules are bind-

ing; in other words, each element in the new schedule is greater than or equal to the

corresponding element in the old one. In addition, since xt ¥ 0, (4.2) implies that

mt ¥ nt. (4.5)

(4.4) stipulates that all δt newly arisen elective surgery requests are indeed put into

the future. This constraint, together with the assumption that all schedules are

nonnegative, implies the upper bounds in (4.2) and (4.3).

Clearly, both the state space and the decision space of this dynamic program are

infinite-dimensional, rendering it both analytically intractable and computationally

infeasible. In view of this challenge, in the next section we will develop two relaxation

schemes to simplify the problem, link it to the models studied in the literature, and

devise heuristics to solve the problem efficiently.

4.4 Relaxations and Heuristics

4.4.1 Relaxation I and Heuristic I

A natural relaxation to problem (4.1) is to remove all inequality constraints (while

retaining the equality constraint). The relaxed problem is: for t � 1, 2, ...

Ṽ pδt, nt, ~xtq � min
mt,~zt¥0

tW |~zt| � Erfpmt � εtqs � γErṼ pδt�1, nt�1, ~ztqsu (4.6)

s.t. mt � |~zt| � δt � nt � |~xt|, (4.7)

where nt�1 � Binpmt � εt, ξq.
A few notes are in order. First, by assuming away the inequalities, every element

in the new schedule pmt�nt, ~ztq can be smaller than its counterpart in the old schedule

~xt, though it is still required that all δt newly arrived requests are scheduled. This

implies that past schedules are no longer binding, and that later the hospital is free

to postpone or expedite any prior appointments.
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Second, this model allows mt to take any nonnegative values, potentially violating

(4.5). That is to say, the total number of patients being allowed into the ICU before

emergency surgery arrivals can be smaller than the initial number of patients in

the ICU at the beginning of the period. In such a case, per (4.7), the difference is

included in one or more elements in ~zt. The practical implication is that patients

already in the ICU at the beginning of the period can be temporarily kept out of

the ICU for a finite number of periods before being readmitted as a new patient,

while incurring a waiting cost each period. Clearly, Ṽ pδt, nt, ~xtq ¤ V pδt, nt, ~xtq for

any δt, nt, and ~xt.

Additionally, one notes that ~zt affects the objective function only through |~zt|,
which is determined by (4.7). Hence, the state space can now be collapsed into one

dimension.

V pwtq � min
0¤mt¤wt

tW pwt �mtq � Erfpmt � εtqs � γErV pwt �mt � δt�1 � nt�1qsu
(4.8)

where nt�1 � Binpmt � εt, ξq.
(4.8) can be roughly thought of as an allocation scheduling problem. Essentially,

this system keeps all patients outside of the ICU at the beginning of each period, so

that the hospital can admit any number of them. Those admitted will be joined by

the emergency surgery patients arriving in that period and stay with them until the

end of the period. At that time, the recovery process takes place, randomly picking

n out of m � ε patients in the ICU to leave the system permanently; the rest are

driven out of the ICU and returned to this “outside queue” before the start of next

period. We have the following result.

Proposition 15. For any δt, nt, and ~xt, V pδt�nt�|~xt|q � Ṽ pδt, nt, ~xtq ¤ V pδt, nt, ~xtq.

Moreover, problem (4.8) has the following nice properties.

Proposition 16. We have
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(a) V p�q is convex;

(b) Let Gpmt, wtq denote the objective function inside the braces, then Gp�, �q is

submodular; and

(c) Let m�pwtq be the maximum optimal solution, then m�pwtq increases in wt and

m�pwt � 1q ¤ m�pwtq � 1.

Thanks to Proposition 16(c), the optimal solution can be very efficiently calcu-

lated, as the decision set that needs to be searched for optimal solution for each state

has at most two elements.

The connection between the advance scheduling problem and the allocation schedul-

ing problem via the non-committal advance scheduling problem was first discovered

by Truong (2015). In their model, patients admitted in any period will never be

carried over to the next period. Equivalently, each patient will stay in the system

with probability ξ � 0 during the recovery process that takes place at the end of each

period. As a result, at the beginning of each period, the ICU does not needs to take

care of the nt patients already there, which can hereby be dropped from the state

space. Here we generalize their model to allow a positive stay rate ξ, and Propositions

15 and 16 extend Theorem 1-3 and Proposition 1 in their paper, respectively.

Having obtained a nice-behaved relaxation (4.8) to the original problem (4.1), we

then develop a heuristic for solving (4.1) based on the solution m�p�q to the relaxed

problem (4.8). Truong (2015) showed that it is possible to use m�p�q to construct

an optimal solution (m�
t , ~z

�
t ) to (4.6), so that this solution is guaranteed to satisfy

the inequality constraints (4.2) and (4.3) and is hence also optimal to the original

problem (4.1). Again, their result is based on the assumption that ξ � 0. In our

general case, we can leverage on this idea to similarly construct an optimal solution

to (4.6). Though there is no guarantee that the solution so constructed is guaranteed

to satisfy the inequalities (4.2) and (4.3) we relaxed, we can still adjust the policy to
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ensure conformity to these constraints, and the resulting solution can be served as a

heuristic solution to the original problem (4.1).

The general idea of this heuristic is as follows. Suppose the states are δt, nt, and

~xt. From Proposition 15 we know that V pδt � nt � |~xt|q � Ṽ pδt, nt, ~xtq. Hence, the

optimal solution m̃�
t pwq to (4.6) is given by

m̃�
t pδt, nt, ~xtq � m�pδt � nt � |~xt|q.

That is, we run m�p�q on the total number of patients in the system to obtain

the optimal schedule for today, mt. In fact, for the purpose of optimizing (4.6),

~̃z�t pδt, nt, ~xtq needs to satisfy no more than (4.7). However, since our desire is for

policy to perform well for (4.1), it is sensible to keep leveraging the m�p�q structure

under (4.8) to build the future schedule (zt�1, zt�2, ...).

However, one must note that, in solution pmt, zt�1, zt�2, ...q, the meaning for mt

and that for zt�i’s are different – the former is the total number of patients to be

admitted to the ICU in period t before emergency arrival, whereas the latter is the

additional (elective) patients to be brought into the ICU during period t � i before

emergency arrival; the gap between the two is the number of patients already in the

ICU at the beginning of the period. Hence, if one were to run m�p�q again on the

total remaining number of patients at the beginning of a period, he would need to

subtract from the result the (expected) number of patients occupying the ICU at

that moment, in order to obtain the additional number to schedule for that day.

Formally, suppose we are at the beginning of period t with states δt, nt, and ~xt.

Let wt � δt � nt � |~xt| and let

mt � m�pwtq, r � wt �mt, nt�1 � ξmt, and wt�1 � wt �mt � nt�1;

mt�i � m�pwt�iq, zt�i � mintmt�i � nt�i, ru, r � r � zt�i, nt�i�1 � ξmt�i,

and wt�i�1 � wt�i �mt�i � nt�i�1 for i � 1, 2, ... (4.9)
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In fact, this can be thought as running the system down from the beginning of period

t, while suppressing elective and emergency arrivals and replacing results of the

binomial recovery process with expected values. Note that when ξ � 0, the resulting

schedule pmt�nt, zt�1, zt�2, ...q5 is the same as pztπ1 , ztπ2 , ...q defined by Truong (2015,

§5.2) that is eventually shown to be optimal for (4.1). We have the following result.

Proposition 17. The solution pmt, ~ztq constructed by (4.9) is optimal for (4.6).

Unlike Truong (2015), the above solution is not guaranteed to satisfy constraints

(4.2) and (4.3). This is understandable as the random LOS – or equivalently, the

binomial recovery process in each period – introduces significantly more randomness

into the system. Hence, (4.9) needs to be adjusted in order for the solution to be

feasible for (4.1). For real numbers a ¤ b and x, define

txsba :�

$'&
'%
b, x ¡ b;

x, a ¤ x ¤ b;

a, x   a.

The adjusted schedule, denoted as pmI
t � nt, z

I
t�1, z

I
t�2, ...q, is determined by

mI
t � tm�pwtqsnt�xt�δt

nt�xt , r � δt�pmI
t�nt�xtq, nIt�1 � ξmI

t , and wIt�1 � wt�mI
t�nIt�1;

mI
t�i � m�pwIt�iq, zIt�i � tmI

t�i � nIt�is
xt�i�r
xt�i

, r � r � pzIt�i � xt�iq, nIt�i�1 � ξmI
t�i,

and wIt�i�1 � wIt�i �mI
t�i � nIt�i�1, for i � 1, 2, ... (4.10)

We shall refer to the policy that generates the above schedule for (4.1) as Heuristic

I.

5 One implementation issue with this policy is that it has non-integral elements. One can use
rounding to force it to take integer values with necessary adjustments made to ensure (4.7). The
numerical studies in Liu et al. (2019) demonstrate that rounding non-integral schedules does not
affect performance. When necessary, m�p�q can be interpolated to yield mt�i values. Rounding and
interpolation are similarly needed when implementing schedules (4.10) and (4.14) later.
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4.4.2 Relaxation II and Heuristic II

As noted in the last subsection, formulation (4.6) relaxes the implicit requirement

(4.5) that the current patients in the ICU be preserved. This helps reduce the

dimensionality of the state space to one and builds on it an easy-to-compute Heuristic

I. However, one might deem this unrealistic. If one retains (4.5) and remove the rest

of the inequalities from problem (4.1), the problem becomes:

V̂ pδt, nt, ~xtq � min
mt¥nt,~zt¥0

tW |~zt| � Erfpmt � εtqs � γErV̂ pδt�1, nt�1, ~ztqsu (4.11)

s.t. mt � |~zt| � δt � nt � |~xt|, (4.12)

where nt�1 � Binpmt � εt, ξq. We have the following proposition.

Proposition 18. For any t, δt, nt, and ~xt, Ṽ pδt, nt, ~xtq ¤ V̂ pδt, nt, ~xtq ¤ V pδt, nt, ~xtq.

In other words, problem (4.11) is a non-committal advance scheduling problem

that offers a tighter relaxation to (4.1). The state space in (4.11) is still collapsible

because the schedule for future periods, ~zt, does not matter so long as sum of its

elements satisfies (4.12). Nevertheless, nt has to be individually included in the state

space because of the requirement that mt ¥ nt. The resulting problem is:

9V pnt, wtq � min
nt¤mt¤wt

tW pwt �mtq � Erfpmt � εtqs � γEr 9V pnt�1, wt �mt � δt�1 � nt�1qsu
(4.13)

where nt�1 � Binpmt � εt, ξq.
This is very similar to the allocation scheduling problem studied by Liu et al. (2019)

with only one stage, where we slightly alter the way waiting cost is charged so that

the at and δt in their state space can be combined. Compared with (4.8), problem

(4.13) explicitly models an ICU, so that the number of patients to be accommodated

in each period, mt, is always required to be greater than or equal to the ICU’s start-

ing occupancy level, nt. Again, wt is the total number of patients in the system,

including nt. The problem has the following properties.
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Proposition 19. For any t, the following hold

(a) 9V p�, �q is jointly convex;

(b) Let 9Gpmt, nt, wtq denote the objective function inside the braces, then both 9Gp�, �, �q
and 9V p�, �q are submodular in their arguments; and

(c) Let 9m�pnt, wtq denote the maximum optimal solution to (4.13), then 9m�pnt, wtq
increases in pnt, wtq.

It is then natural for us to extend the idea introduced in the previous section

to construct another heuristic for the original problem (4.1), by leveraging 9m�
t p�, �q

from allocation scheduling problem (4.13). We note, however, that problem (4.13)

has a two-dimensional state space and is hence more difficult to solve than the one-

dimensional dynamic program (4.8). Nonetheless, a complete characterization of

9m�
t p�, �q only needs to be calculated once, and we can just lookup the values afterwards

when constructing the heuristic.

Specifically, suppose we are at the beginning of period t with states δt, nt, and

~xt. Let wt � δt � nt � |~xt|. The schedule, denoted as pmII
t � nt, z

II
t�1, z

II
t�2, ...q, is

determined by

mII
t � t 9m�pnt, wtqsnt�xt�δt

nt�xt , r � δt�pmII
t �nt�xtq, nIIt�1 � ξmII

t , and wIIt�1 � wt�mII
t �nIIt�1;

mII
t�i � 9m�pnIIt�i, wIIt�iq, zIIt�i � tmII

t�i�nIIt�isxt�i�r
xt�i

, r � r�pzIIt�i�xt�iq, nIIt�i�1 � ξmII
t�i,

and wIIt�i�1 � wIIt�i �mII
t�i � nIIt�i�1, for i � 1, 2, ... (4.14)

We shall refer to this heuristic as Heuristic II.
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4.5 Numerical Results

In this section, we conduct a numerical study to test the performance of our heuris-

tics. For comparison purposes, we will also consider the following four benchmark

policies for the original problem (4.1).

The first one is the myopic policy that minimizes the current-period cost and

ignores continuation cost. This can be simply done by setting mt � tmosnt�xt�δt
nt�xt ,

where mo :� arg minmtW pδt � nt � |~xt| � mq � Erfpm � εtqsu. In our numerical

study, we then schedule the rest of δt to be performed tomorrow. That is, zt�1 �
xt�1 � δt �mt � nt � xt and zt�i � xt�i for i � 2, 3, ...

The second one is a simple threshold policy that brings the schedule for each

day in the planning horizon up to a predetermined level in succession until all δt are

scheduled. In our numerical study, we use mo defined above as this predetermined

level. Formally, this policy provides the following solution in period t with states δt,

nt, and ~xt:

mt � tmosnt�xt�δt
nt�xt , r � δt � pmt � nt � xtq;

and zt�i � tmosxt�i�r
xt�i

, r � r � pzt�i � xt�iq for i � 1, 2, ...

The third one is Truong (2015)’s policy that is constructed based on the as-

sumption that ξ � 0. The fourth policy sets current period’s schedule according

to Liu et al. (2019) and puts the rest of δt into tomorrow’s schedule. That is,

mt � mII
t � t 9m�pnt, δt � nt � |~xt|qsnt�xt�δt

nt�xt , zt�1 � xt�1 � δt � mt � nt � xt and

zt�i � xt�i for i � 2, 3, ...

The configuration of the numerical experiment is as follows. We set discount

factor γ � 0.96 and assume that the ICU has K � 20 beds. We set the emergency

arrival rate µε � 1 and elective arrival rate µδ � 5, and assume that both arrivals

are Poisson random variables. The stay probability ξ is chosen from {0.5,0.6,0.7},

leading to different congestion levels in the ICU. The waiting cost W is normalized
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Table 4.1: Performance comparison of various scheduling policies

ξ L Myopic Threshold Truong Liu et al. Heuristic II

0.5
0 2.535 1.337 1.164 1.167 0.990
1 1.357 1.074 1.059 1.039 0.991
5 1.157 1.044 1.020 1.024 0.998

0.6
0 1.924 1.211 1.246 1.261 0.989
1 1.525 1.150 1.138 1.154 0.999
5 1.127 1.053 1.073 1.056 1.004

0.7
0 1.360 1.171 1.233 1.319 0.996
1 1.244 1.156 1.194 1.267 0.969
5 1.173 1.149 1.124 1.192 0.977

at 1, and over-utilization cost O is set to 15. The under-utilization cost L varies

across {0,1,5}.

To evaluate the performance of each policy, we conduct a simulation to calculate

the discounted total cost under such policy. Since γ � 0.96, the simulation only

needs to run T � 200 periods because the cost beyond that contributes negligibly to

the total cost. For each combination of parameters, the simulation is repeated for

1,000 times before the average is taken. Following Liu et al. (2019)’s convention, we

present results as the ratio of cost performance of each policy to that of Heuristic I.

In other words, results greater than 1 indicate instances where the policy in question

is more costly than Heuristic I, and vice versa. The results are summarized in Table

4.1.

Two observations from the numerical study are in order. First, in all instances,

both of our heuristics outperform all benchmark policies. Moreover, in most cases,

both heuristics can bring more than 10% cost savings compared with the best-

performing benchmark. In particular, by combining the essential modeling features

of Truong (2015) and Liu et al.(2019), our heuristics achieve better cost performance

than both when solving a general problem. Although more research is required to

solve this challenging problem, and more heuristics are yet to be developed, our

heuristics provide the first step by significantly improving on sensible benchmark
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policies.

Second, it seems that our Heuristic II is only marginally better than Heuristic I.

Recall that Heuristic II builds on allocation scheduling problem (4.11) whose solution

depends on the updated ICU occupancy level, which cannot be known when setting

future appointments. Hence, it seems that the added complexity from Heuristic II

yields only a modest return in terms of improving cost performance. In other words,

it turns out that it is not unrealistic to relax the requirement that existing patients

in the ICU be protected.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we consider a dynamic advance scheduling problem faced by a hospital,

in which elective surgeries need to be scheduled into future periods in a binding

manner at the time when they arise. The scheduling decision in each period reflects

current and future ICU congestion, as patients may stay in the ICU for a random

number of periods. We formulate the problem as a dynamic program where both the

state space and decision space are infinite-dimensional.

To tackle this challenge, we develop two relaxation schemes to simplify the prob-

lem by removing part or all of the inequality constraints from the dynamic program.

As such, the problem becomes a non-committal advance scheduling problem in which

appointments can be freely moved. This problem is then shown to be equivalent to

an allocation scheduling problem, where each time only the current period’s sched-

ule needs to be determined. By doing so we generalize the model in Truong (2015)

by considering a general stay probability ξ. We also generalize the essential fea-

tures of the model in Liu et al. (2019) by considering the general advance scheduling

problem. In each relaxation scheme, the allocation scheduling problem has a much

smaller state space and decision space, and its solution can be used to construct a

heuristic solution to the original advance scheduling problem. Numerical experiment
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demonstrates that our heuristics consistently outperform four benchmark policies.

So far we assumed that both elective and emergency surgery patients recover at

the same speed 1�ξ. One possible extension of the results is to relax this requirement.

Indeed, it is often the case that emergency surgeries are more complicated and require

a longer LOS. Thus, it is more realistic to have two different stay probabilities ξδ and

ξε for elective and emergency surgery patients, respectively. In such a case, we will

need to separate the patients in the ICU and keep track of the two patient classes

separately. Let ~nt � pnδt , nεtq, where nδt and nεt be respectively the numbers of elective

and emergency surgery patients in the ICU at the beginning of period t, problem

(4.1) becomes:

V pδt, ~nt, ~xtq � min
mt,~zt¥0

tW |~zt| � Erfpmt � nεt � εtqs � γErV pδt�1, ~nt�1, ~ztqsu (4.15)

s.t. xt ¤ mt � nδt ¤ xt � δt,

xt�i ¤ zt�i ¤ xt�i � δt for i � 1, 2, ...,

mt � |~zt| � δt � nδt � |~xt|,

where nδt�1 � Binpmt, ξδq and nεt�1 � Binpεt, ξεq. Similarly, we can then formulate

the corresponding allocation scheduling problem by relaxing the inequalities and then

use its solution to construct a heuristic solution for (4.15). It would be interesting

to see how the heuristic performs.

Implementing a heuristic policy provides an upper bound on the value function

of problem (4.1). It will also be of value to construct a tight lower bound, thereby

putting in context the cost performance of various heuristics considered herein. One

idea of doing so is to leverage an information relaxation suggested by Brown et

al. (2010). For example, we can allow the hospital to know in advance the exact

number of arrivals in each period as well as the LOS of each patient and hereby solve

a deterministic problem. It remains to see whether such problem is easy to solve and

how tight a lower bound it provides.
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5

Conclusion

Dynamic decision making in response to complicated system dynamics may give

rise to high-dimensional problems that are not amenable to analysis and computa-

tion. As such, heuristics are needed to provide quick solutions that perform well.

This dissertation studies two problems in this paradigm and sheds light on how to

develop effective heuristics based on the problem structure. The first problem is

a dynamic pricing problem that features demand learning with limited inventory.

The complex structure of the seller’s prior belief about the unknown demand distri-

bution results in a high-dimensional state space. We take an innovative approach

to designing heuristics by leveraging the derivative structure of the objective func-

tion. We also apply well-known open-loop policies to this problem and discover

surprising results. The second problem is a dynamic scheduling problem that re-

quires booking appointments into the future in consideration of patients’ random

length of stay. Advance scheduling entails both a high-dimensional state space and

a high-dimensional decision space. Through relaxations, we transform the problem

into easier, low-dimensional allocation scheduling problems, whose solutions are then

used to construct heuristic solutions for the original problem. In both problems, our
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proposed heuristics are shown to outperform benchmarks in numerical experiments.
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Appendix A

Proofs and Supplementary Materials for Chapter 2

A.1 Proofs

Proof. (Lemma 1) It suffices to show that G̃tpp, q, π̃q � Gtpp, q, πq �
³
Θ
π̃pθqdθ. We

prove the result by backward induction. For period t � 1, G̃1pp, q, π̃q � R̃pp, π̃q.
By the definition of R̃pp, π̃q, it is straightforward to show that R̃pp, π̃q � Rpp, πq �
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³
Θ
π̃pθqdθ. Now, assume the result holds for period t� 1. For period t, we have

G̃tpp, q, π̃q � R̃pp, π̃q � Ṽt�1pq, F pp|�qπ̃q � Ṽt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπ̃q

� Rpp, πq �
»

Θ

π̃pθqdθ � Vt�1

�
q,

F pp|�qπ̃³
Θ
F pp|θqπ̃pθqdθ



�
»

Θ

F pp|θqπ̃pθqdθ

� Vt�1

�
q � 1,

F̄ pp|�qπ̃³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπ̃pθqdθ



�
»

Θ

F̄ pp|θqπ̃pθqdθ

�
#
Rpp, πq � Vt�1

�
q,

F pp|�qπ³
Θ
F pp|θqπpθqdθ



�
»

Θ

F pp|θqπpθqdθ

� Vt�1

�
q � 1,

F̄ pp|�qπ³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ



�
»

Θ

F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ
+
�
»

Θ

π̃pθqdθ

� Gtpp, q, πq �
»

Θ

π̃pθqdθ,

where the second equality follows from the induction assumption, the third equality

follows from the fact that π̃ � π � ³
Θ
π̃pθqdθ, and the last equality follows from

definition (2.2).

Proof. (Proposition 2) Prove by contradition. Suppose p�t pq, πq � 8 for some t,

q and π. Then Vtpq, πq � Vt�1pq, πq. In other words, for any policy ~pt, V~pt pq, πq ¤
Vtpq, πq � Vt�1pq, πq. Recall notation ~p�t�1pq, πq � tp�t�1, p

�
t�2, ..., p

�
1u. Define ~p0

t �
tp�t�1, p

�
t�2, ..., p

�
1 , p1u where p�t�1, p�t�2, ..., and p�1 come from optimal policy ~p�t�1pq, πq,

and p1 is a finite (positive) number. That is, policy ~p0
t implements the optimal t� 1-

period policy corresponding to system state pq, πq during the first t� 1 periods, and

charges p1 in the last period. Then, we have

V~p0t pq, πq � V~p�t�1pq,πq
pq, πq �

¸
Rpp1, π1q,

where the last term is the total expected revenue collected in last period (period

1). It is the summation of single-period revenue functions with respect to different
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realizations of π1—the posterior at the beginning of period 1—that emanate from all

sample paths of the binary tree (recall Figure 2.3). Since Rpp1, π1q ¡ 0 for a finite

p1, we have V~p0t pq, πq ¡ V~p�t�1pq,πq
pq, πq � Vt�1pq, πq, which leads to a contradition

from V~pt pq, πq ¤ Vt�1pq, πq.

Proof. (Theorem 3) We prove the theorem by induction. Assume q ¡ 0. For period

t � 1,

V1pq, F pp|�qπq � max
p1¥0

tG1pp1, q, F pp|�qπqu

� max
p1¥0

tRpp1, F pp|�qπqu � max
p1¥0

"
p1
» 8

p1

»
Θ

fpx|θqF pp|θqπpθqdθdx
*
.

Note that G1pp1, q, F pp|�qπq is differentiable and absolutely continuous in p because

the integrand is continuous in p, with BpG1pp1, q, F pp|�qπq � Rpp1, fpp|�qπq. Also, note

that V1pq, F p0|�qπq � 0. Then, by Theorem 2 of Milgrom and Segal (2002, p. 586),

we immediately have that V1pq, F pp|�qπq is absolutely continuous in p, and, based on

the definition of H1 (2.5),

V1pq, F pp|�qπq �
» p

0

H1pq, F px|�qπ, fpx|�qπqdx.

Now assume that this holds for period t� 1. For period t, we have

Gtpp1, q, F pp|�qπq � Rpp1, F pp|�qπq � Vt�1pq, F pp1|�qF pp|�qπq � Vt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp1|�qF pp|�qπq.

By induction assumption, we know that Gtpp1, q, F pp|�qπq is absolutely continuous in
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p, which implies differentiability almost everywhere. Let p̂ � p�t pq, F pp|�qπq, we have

BpGtpp̂, q, F pp|�qπq

� BpRpp̂, F pp|�qπq � BpVt�1pq, F pp̂|�qF pp|�qπq � BpVt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp̂|�qF pp|�qπq

� Rpp̂, fpp|�qπq �Ht�1pq, F pp̂|�qF pp|�qπ, F pp̂|�qfpp|�qπq

�Ht�1pq � 1, F̄ pp̂|�qF pp|�qπ, F̄ pp̂|�qfpp|�qπq,

� Ht pq, F pp|�qπ, fpp|�qπq

where the last equality follows from the definition of Ht. Thus, by applying Theorem

2 of Milgrom and Segal (2002) again, we have Vtpq, F pp|�qπq is absolutely continuous

in p, and is given by

Vtpq, F pp|�qπq �
» p

0

Ht pq, F px|�qπ, fpx|�qπq dx.

This completes the induction. Symmetrically, we can show that the corresponding

results hold for Vtpq, F̄ pp|�qπq.

Proof. (Proposition 4) Note that G1pp1, q, F pp|�qπq � Rpp1, F pp|�qπq is differen-

tiable in p and BpG1pp1, q, F pp|�qπq is continuous in both p1 and p. Also, G1pp1, q, F pp|�qπq
has a unique maximizer for any given q and F pp|�qπ. Hence, by Corollary 4 of Mil-

grom and Segal (2002, p. 592), it immediately follows that V1pq, F pp|�qπq is differen-

tiable in p. Symmetrically, we can also show that V1pq, F̄ pp|�qπq is differentiable in p.

Thus, for any given q and π, G2pp, q, πq � Rpp, πq�V1pq, F pp|�qπq�V1pq�1, F̄ pp|�qπq
is differentiable in p. Repeatedly applying Corollary 4 of Milgrom and Segal (2002)

together with Theorem 3 from period 2 to period t, we arrive at the conclusion

that Gtpp, q, πq is differentiable in p and that the derivative is given by the desired

expression.

Lemma 20. For any given prior π, T ¥ 1, and q ¥ 1, V e
T pq, πq ¥ VT pq, πq.
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Proof. By definition, in the last period we have V1pq, πq � V e
1 pq, πq � maxp¥0Rpp, πq.

We then have

G2pp, q, πq � Rpp, πq � V1pq, F pp|�qπq � V1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V1pq, fpx|�qπqdx� V1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

� Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V e
1 pq, fpx|�qπqdx� V e

1 pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V e
1 pq, fpx|�qπqdx�

» 8

p

V e
1 pq � 1, fpx|�qπqdx

� Ge
2pp, q, πq,

where the first inequality follows from Theorem 3 and the second follows from a

similar result for V e
t . By maximizing over p on both sides of the inequality, we have

V2pq, πq ¤ V e
2 pq, πq. Repeat the above process from period 2 to T , we arrive at the

desired result: VT pq, πq ¤ V e
T pq, πq.

Proof. (Proposition 5) Building on Proposition 4, we have

BpGtpp, q, πq � BpRpp, πq � V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq � V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq

¤ BpRpp, πq � V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq

¤ BpRpp, πq � Vt�1 pq, fpp|�qπq

¤ BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq ,

where the last inequality is from Lemma 20. Similarly,

BpGtpp, q, πq � BpRpp, πq � V~p�t�1pq,F pp|�qπq
pq, fpp|�qπq � V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq

¥ BpRpp, πq � V~p�t�1pq�1,F̄ pp|�qπq pq � 1, fpp|�qπq

¥ BpRpp, πq � Vt�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq

¥ BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq .
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Therefore, the proof is complete.

Proof. (Proposition 6) First, prove Part (a). Define Hu
t pp, q, πq :� BpRpp, πq �

V e
t�1 pq, fpp|�qπq and H l

tpp, q, πq :� BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 pq � 1, fpp|�qπq for ease of expo-

sition.

Since BpGtpp, q, πq � 0 has a single solution, we claim that this solution must be

a local maximum. Otherwise, by differentiability of Gtpp, q, πq, its global maximum

must be attained at a boundary point, i.e., p � 0 or p � 8. In the latter case, it

contradicts with the assumption that arg maxp¥0tGtpp, q, πqu exists. Moreover, it is

easy to see that Gtp0, q, πq � Vt�1pq � 1, πq ¤ Vt�1pq, πq ¤ Vtpq, πq, which implies

that p � 0 cannot be a single global maximum. Therefore, p�t pq, πq, defined as the

unique global maximum of Gtpp, q, πq, must be the solution to BpGtpp, q, πq � 0. We

also know that BpGtpp, q, πq ¡ 0 when 0 ¤ p   p�t and BpGtpp, q, πq   0 when p ¡ p�t .

If Hu
t pp, q, πq � 0 does not have a solution, by definition put � 8, so p�t ¤ put is

trivially true. Otherwise, from Proposition 5(a), Hu
t pp, q, πq ¥ BpGtpp, q, πq ¡ 0 for

0 ¤ p   p�t , so put � arg minp¥0tHu
t pp, q, πq � 0u ¥ p�t .

If H l
tpp, q, πq � 0 does not have a solution, by definition plt � 0, so plt ¤ p�t is

trivially true. Otherwise, from Proposition 5(b), H l
tpp, q, πq ¤ BpGtpp, q, πq   0 for

p ¡ p�t , so plt � arg maxp¥0tH l
tpp, q, πq � 0u ¤ p�t .

Next, prove Part (b). When q � 1, V e
t pq � 1, fpp|�qπq � 0, so the first part is

obvious. Problem (2.10) reduces to: for t � T, ..., 1,

V e
t p1, πq � max

p¥0
tGe

t pp, 1, πqu � max
p¥0

"
Rpp, πq �

» p

0

V e
t�1p1, fpx|�qπqdx

*
,

with V e
0 p1, �q � 0. Take derivative of Ge

t pp, 1, πq with respect to p and set it to zero,

we obtain

BpRpp, πq � V e
t�1 p1, fpp|�qπq � 0,

whose solution is put by definition.
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Finally, prove Part (c). In a two-period problem under exponential distribution

and an initial gamma prior with parameters pa, Sq, one can verify from (2.20) with

some rearrangement that when q ¥ 2, pe2pq|a, Sq � pmpa, Sq � S
a�1

. By Proposition

4, it is also easy to verify that the first-order condition for the original two-sided

censoring problem can be rewritten as

Γpaq rS � pa� 1qps
pp� Sqa�1

� Γpa� 1qp̂lppq
pp̂lppq � p� Sqa�1

� Γpa� 1qp̂rppq
pp̂rppq � p� Sqa�1

� 0,

where

p̂lppq � arg max
p1¡0

tRpp1|a, S, pqu � arg max
p1¡0

"
Γpaqp1
pp1 � Sqa �

Γpaqp1
pp1 � p� Sqa

*
,

p̂rppq � arg max
p1¡0

tRpp1|a, S � pqu � arg max
p1¡0

"
Γpaqp1

pp1 � p� Sqa
*
.

By the first-order condition, it is easy to show that p̂rppq � S�p
a�1

. For p̂lppq, we

can show the following. First, we take the first-order derivative of Rpp1|a, S, pq with

respect to p1 and obtain

R1pp1|a, S, pq � ΓpaqrS � pa� 1qp1s
pp1 � Sqa�1

� ΓpaqrS � p� pa� 1qp1s
pp1 � p� Sqa�1

.

Now let gpxq � x�pa�1qp1

pp1�xqa�1 . Then, it is straightforward to show that gpxq is increasing

over r0, ap1q and decreasing over pap1,8q. Therefore, R1pp1|a, S, pq   0 for S � p  
ap1 and R1pp1|a, S, pq ¡ 0 for S ¡ ap1. In other words, when p1 ¡ S�p

a
, we have

R1pp1|a, S, pq   0; and when p1   S
a
, we have R1pp1|a, S, pq ¡ 0. Thus, it must follow

that

p̂lppq P
�
S

a
,
S � p

a



.

Because the function Γpa�1qp1

pp1�p�Sqa�1 is unimodal with the peak at p1 � S�p
a

, it imme-
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diately follows that

Γpa� 1qp̂lppq
pp̂lppq � p� Sqa�1

� Γpa� 1qp̂rppq
pp̂rppq � p� Sqa�1

¥ Γpa� 1qS{a
pS{a� p� Sqa�1

� Γpa� 1qpS � pq{pa� 1q
ppS � pq{pa� 1q � p� Sqa�1

� Γpaq � a
a�1

�a�1
S�

S � a
a�1

p
�a�1 � Γpaq �a�1

a

�a
pS � pqa .

Let hppq denote the function of the righthand side of the above equality. It is easy

to verify that h1ppq   �ahppq
S�p

. Also note that

h

�
S

a� 1



� Γpaq

Sa
�
��

apa� 1q
a2 � a� 1


a�1

�
�
a� 1

a


2a
�
.

Thus, to show that hp S
a�1

q ¡ 0 for a ¡ 1, it suffices to show the ratio

rpaq �

�
apa�1q
a2�a�1

	a�1

�
a�1
a

�2a � a3a�1

pa2 � a� 1qa�1pa� 1qa�1
¡ 1.

By L’Hopital’s rule, it is easy to verify that limaÑ1 rpaq � 1 and limaÑ8 rpaq � 1.

Also note that

r1paq � a3a�1

pa2 � a� 1qa�1pa� 1qa�1
�
�

ln

�
a3

pa2 � a� 1qpa� 1q


� 2a� 1

apa2 � a� 1q
�
.

From the expression we have limaÑ1 r
1paq � 8 and limaÑ8 r

1paq � 0. Let wpaq denote

the term in the bracket of the expression of r1paq. Taking the derivative of wpaq, we

can verify that there exists a point a0 � p3 � ?
5q{4, such that wpaq is decreasing

for 1   a   a0 and increasing for a ¡ a0, with wpa0q   0. Because r1p1q � 8 and

r1p8q � 0, it follows that r1paq must cross zero once and only once, i.e., there exists a

point a1, such that r1paq ¡ 0 for 1   a   a1 and r1paq   0 for a ¡ a1. Now recall that
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rp1q � rp8q � 1. Hence, we conclude that rpaq ¡ 1 for all a ¡ 1, or equivalently we

have hp S
a�1

q ¡ 0 for all a ¡ 1. Now suppose that there exists a point p0 P r0, S
a�1

s
such that hpp0q   hp S

a�1
q. Because hppq is a continuous and differentiable function

in p, there must exist a point p1 P rp0,
S
a�1

s, such that hpp1q ¡ 0 and h1pp1q ¡ 0.

But this point contradicts the relationship h1ppq   �ahppq
S�p

. Therefore, it must be the

case that hppq ¥ hp S
a�1

q ¡ 0 for p P r0, S
a�1

s. Substituting this result back to the

first-order condition, we arrive at BpG2pp, q|a, Sq ¡ 0 for p P r0, S
a�1

s. Therefore, it

follows that p�2pq|a, Sq ¡ S
a�1

� pe2pq|a, Sq when q ¥ 2.

Proof. (Proposition 7) From (2.12), it is clear that V o
t pq, πq � V o

t pt, πq when q ¥ t.

Thus, if q ¥ t, (2.12) reduces to:

V o
t pq, πq

� max
p¥0

"
Rpp, πq � V o

t�1pt� 1, πq
³
Θ
F pp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ � V o

t�1pt� 1, πq
³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ

*

� max
p¥0

"
Rpp, πq � V o

t�1pt� 1, πq
�³

Θ
F pp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ �

³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπpθqdθ³

Θ
πpθqdθ

�*

� max
p¥0

tRpp, πqu � V o
t�1pt� 1, πq.

Hence, for τ � t, ..., 1, poτ pq, πq � arg maxp¥0 tRpp, πqu � pmpπq.
In general, for ~̂ptpq, π1q �

 
pot pq, π1q, pot�1pqt�1, π

1q, ..., po1pq1, π
1q(, V~̂ptpq,π1q pq, πq �

Ho
t pq, πq, where for τ � t, ..., 1

Ho
τ pq, πq � Rppoτ pq, π1q, πq �Ho

τ�1pq, F ppoτ pq, π1q|�qπq �Ho
τ�1pq � 1, F̄ ppoτ pq, π1q|�qπq,

(A.1)

with Ho
τ p0, �q � 0 and Ho

0 p�, �q � 0. It is easy to see that, for any τ , Ho
τ pq, πq �

Ho
τ pτ, πq if q ¥ τ . Thus, when q ¥ t and ~̂ptpq, π1q � tpmpπ1q, ..., pmpπ1qu (we will use

pm :� pmpπ1q in the rest of this proof to reduce notation), (A.1) reduces to
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Ho
τ pq, πq � Ho

τ pτ, πq �: Ĥτ pπq � Rppm, πq � Ĥτ�1pF ppm|�qπq � Ĥτ�1pF̄ ppm|�qπq,
(A.2)

with Ĥ0 p�q � 0.

We claim that Ĥτ pF ppm|�qπq � Ĥτ pF̄ ppm|�qπq � τRppm, πq for any τ and π. To

see this, first observe that for any π,

Ĥ1pF ppm|�qπq � Ĥ1pF̄ ppm|�qπq

� Rppm, F ppm|�qπq �Rppm, F̄ ppm|�qπq

� pm
»

Θ

F ppm|θqF ppm|θqπpθqdθ � pm
»

Θ

F ppm|θqF̄ ppm|θqπpθqdθ

� pm
»

Θ

F ppm|θqπpθqdθ � Rppm, πq, (A.3)

where the first equality follows from definition (A.2), and the second and fourth equal-

ities follow from the definition of Rp�, �q. Assume Ĥτ�1pF ppm|�qπq�Ĥτ�1pF̄ ppm|�qπq �
pτ � 1qRppm, πq for any π, then

Ĥτ pF ppm|�qπq � Ĥτ pF̄ ppm|�qπq

� Rppm, F ppm|�qπq �Rppm, F̄ ppm|�qπq

� Ĥτ�1pF ppm|�qF ppm|�qπq � Ĥτ�1pF̄ ppm|�qF ppm|�qπq

� Ĥτ�1pF ppm|�qF̄ ppm|�qπq � Ĥτ�1pF̄ ppm|�qF̄ ppm|�qπq

� Rppm, F ppm|�qπq �Rppm, F̄ ppm|�qπq � pτ � 1qRppm, F ppm|�qπq

� pτ � 1qRppm, F̄ ppm|�qπq

� τRppm, πq,

where the first equality follows from definition (A.2), the second equality follows from

induction assumption, and the third equality follows from (A.3). Therefore, when

q ¥ t, V~̂ptpq,π1q pq, πq � Ĥt pπq � Rppm, πq � pt� 1qRppm, πq � tRppm, πq.
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Proof. (Proposition 8) Define Gu
t pp, q, πq and Gr

t pp, q, πq as the objective functions

of (2.15) and (2.16), respectively. We first prove Vtpq, πq ¤ V r
t pq, πq ¤ V e

t pq, πq. By

definition, in the last period V1pq, πq � V r
1 pq, πq � V e

1 pq, πq � maxp¥0Rpp, πq. By

Theorem 3, we have

G2pp, q, πq � Rpp, πq � V1pq, F pp|�qπq � V1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V1pq, fpx|�qπqdx� V1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

� Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V r
1 pq, fpx|�qπqdx� V r

1 pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

� Gr
2pp, q, πq.

By maximizing over p on both sides of the inequality, we have V2pq, πq ¤ V r
2 pq, πq.

Similarly, using Theorem 3 again, we have

Gr
2pp, q, πq � Rpp, πq �

» p

0

V r
1 pq, fpx|�qπqdx� V r

1 pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V r
1 pq, fpx|�qπqdx�

» 8

p

V r
1 pq � 1, fpx|�qπqdx

� Rpp, πq �
» p

0

V e
1 pq, fpx|�qπqdx�

» 8

p

V e
1 pq � 1, fpx|�qπqdx

� Ge
2pp, q, πq.

By maximizing over p on both sides of the inequality, we have V r
2 pq, πq ¤ V e

2 pq, πq.
We complete the induction by repeating the above process.

By definition, we have V1pq, πq � V u
1 pq, πq � V r

1 pq, πq. Now suppose that
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Vt�1pq, πq ¤ V u
t�1pq, πq ¤ V r

t�1pq, πq. For period t, we have

Gtpp, q, πq � Rpp, πq � Vt�1pq, F pp|�qπq � Vt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq � V r
t�1pq, F pp|�qπq � Vt�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq � V r
t�1pq, F pp|�qπq � V u

t�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

� Gu
t pp, q, πq,

where the first inequality follows from Vtpq, πq ¤ V r
t pq, πq and the second from the

induction assumption. Also,

Gu
t pp, q, πq � Rpp, πq � V r

t�1pq, F pp|�qπq � V u
t�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq �
» 8

p

V r
t�1pq, fpp|�qπqdx� V u

t�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

¤ Rpp, πq �
» 8

p

V r
t�1pq, fpp|�qπqdx� V r

t�1pq � 1, F̄ pp|�qπq

� Gr
t pp, q, πq,

where the first inequality results from Theorem 3 for V r
t and the second from the

induction assumption. Thus, by maximizing over p, it follows that Vtpq, πq ¤
V u
t pq, πq ¤ V r

t pq, πq. The induction is complete.

Proof. (Proposition 9) Prove by backward induction. It is straightforward to verify

that

Rpp|at, St, ~ytq � S�at�1
t �Rpp{St|at, 1, ~yt{Stq

for any p, at, St, and ~yt. Therefore, we have the desired results for t � 1. Now

assume that they hold for t� 1. Then, for the case of t, according to (2.19), we have

Gtpp, q|at, St, ~ytq

� S�at�1
t � rRpp{St|at, 1, ~yt{Stq � Vt�1pq|at, 1, r~yt{St, p{Stsq

� Vt�1pq � 1|at, p{St � 1, ~yt{Stqs

� S�at�1
t �Gtpp{St, q|a, 1, ~yt{Stq,
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where the first equality follows from the induction assumption. Given the above re-

sult, it immediately follows that p�t pq|at, St, ~ytq � St�p�t pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq and Vtpq|at, St, ~ytq �
S�at�1
t � Vtpq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq. This completes the induction.

Proof. (Proposition 10) Prove by backward induction. It is straightforward to

verify that the results hold for t � 1. Assume they are true for t� 1. Then, for the

case of t, according to (2.20), we have

Ge
t pp, q|at, St, ~ytq

� Rpp|at, St, ~ytq �
» p

0

V e
t�1 pq|at � 1, St � x, ~ytq dx

�
» 8

p

V e
t�1 pq � 1|at � 1, St � x, ~ytq dx

� S�at�1
t �

�
Rpp{St|at, 1, ~yt{Stq �

» p{St

0

V e
t�1 pq|at � 1, x� 1, ~yt{Stq dx

�
» 8

p{St

V e
t�1 pq � 1|at � 1, x� 1, ~yt{Stq dx

�

� S�at�1
t �Ge

t pp{St, q|at, 1, ~yt{Stq,

where the second equality follows from the induction assumption and some integra-

tion calculus. Given the above result, it immediately follows that pet pq|at, St, ~ytq �
St � pet pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq and V e

t pq|at, St, ~ytq � S�at�1
t � V e

t pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq. This completes

the induction.

Proof. (Proposition 11) Let ζt denote the lefthand side of equation (2.22). Its
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expansive form is given as follows: for p ¡ 0 and q � 1, 2, ...,

ζtpp, q|at, St, ~ytq � BpRpp|at, St, ~ytq �
t�1̧

i�1

2i�1¸
j�1

Rpp1
i,j|at � 1, S1

i,j,, ~y
1
i,jq � 1tqi,j¡1u

�
t�1̧

i�1

2i�1¸
j�1

Rpp2
i,j|at � 1, S2

i,j,, ~y
2
i,jq � 1tqi,j¡1u, (A.4)

where

q1,1 � q, qi�1,2j�1 � qi,j, qi�1,2j � qi,j � 1;

p1
i,j � pot�jpqi,j|at, St, r~yt, psq, p2

i,j � pot�jpqi,j � 1|at, St � p, ~ytq;

Sk1,1 � St � p, Ski�1,2j�1 � Si,j, S
k
i�1,2j � Si,j � pki,j;

~yk1,1 � ~yt, ~y
k
i�1,2j�1 � r~yki,j, pki,js, ~yki�1,2j � ~yki,j;

for i � 1, 2, ..., j � 1, ..., 2j�1, and k � 1, 2, where pot pq|at, St, ~ytq is the open-

loop policy. Following (A.4), we also expand ζtpp{St, q|at, 1, ~yt{Stq except for using

q
i,j

, pk
i,j

, Ski,j, and ~yk
i,j

to distinguish the items therein from their counterparts in

ζtpp, q|at, St, ~ytq. It is easy to see that q
i,j
� qi,j, so

p1
i,j � pot�jpqi,j|at, St, r~yt, psq � St � pot�jpqi,j|at, 1, r~yt{St, p{Stsq � St � p1

i,j
,

where the second equality follows from Proposition 21. Similarly, p2
j,k � St � p2

i,j
.

Thus, Ski,j � St � Ski,j and ~yki,j � St � ~yki,j. As a result, we have

ζtpp, q|at, St, ~ytq � S�att ζtpp{St, q|at, 1, ~yt{Stq,

and hence the desired scaling property for p;t .
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A.2 Supplementary Materials for the Exponential Distribution Case

A.2.1 Open-Loop Policy

The open-loop policy under exponentially distributed customer WTP with gamma

prior can be formulated as follows: for t � T, ..., 1,

V o
t pq|at, St, ~ytq � max

p¥0
tGo

t pp, q|at, St, ~ytqu

� max
p¥0

"
Rpp|at, St, ~ytq � V o

t�1pq|at, St, ~ytq
³
Θ
F pp|θqπtpθ|at, St, ~ytqdθ³

Θ
πtpθ|at, St, ~ytqdθ

� V o
t�1pq � 1|at, St, ~ytq

³
Θ
F̄ pp|θqπtpθ|at, St, ~ytqdθ³

Θ
πtpθ|at, St, ~ytqdθ

*
, (A.5)

with V o
t p0|�, �, �q � 0 and V o

0 p�|�, �, �q � 0. Let pot pq|at, St, ~ytq be the solution to the

above dynamic program. We can similarly establish the following scaling result:

Proposition 21. For any q and t, pot pq|at, St, ~ytq � St�pot pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq, Go
t pp, q|at, St, ~ytq �

S�at�1
t �Go

t pp{St, q|at, 1, ~yt{Stq, and V o
t pq|at, St, ~ytq � S�at�1

t � V o
t pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq.

Proof. By simple calculus, one obtains
³
Θ
πtpθ|at, St, ~ytqdθ � ϕp0|at, St, ~ytq and

ϕpp|at, St, ~ytq � S�att � ϕpp{St|at, 1, ~yt{Stq, (A.6)

for any p, at, St, and ~yt. The induction then follows similarly to the proof of Propo-

sition 10.

The prior can be dropped from the state space since it is not updated. For the

problem starting with πT pθq � θa�1e�Sθ, with some calculus, we can simplify (A.5)

by the following one-dimensional dynamic program: for t � T, ..., 1,

vot pqq � Sa max
p¥0

"
p

pp� Sqa � vot�1pqq �
�

1 � 1

pp� Sqa


� vot�1pq � 1q � 1

pp� Sqa
*
,

with vot p0q � 0 and vo0p�q � 0. We can show with some rearrangement that the

open-loop price for period T is given by:
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poT pq|a, S,Hq � S � aSarvoT�1pqq � voT�1pq � 1qs
a� 1

.

A.2.2 ISM Heuristic

When adapting the ISM heuristic proposed by Aviv and Pazgal (2005, p. 1407)

to a continuous prior such as gamma distribution, we note that the expression

minkPΩ

!
bkpd|n,pq
gkp0|n,πnq

)
becomes zero in their equation (10). This is because the un-

known parameter in a gamma prior takes value in r0,8q, i.e., k P r0,8q according

to their notation. It is easy to verify that bkpd|n, pq � 0 for k � 0 in this case. Thus,

the IMS heuristic reduces to the simple FI heuristic specified in equation (3) of their

paper. Specifically, with our model notation, we can describe the ISM heuristic as

follows: for t � T, ..., 1 and q � 1, 2, ...,

pISMt pq|at, St, ~ytq � arg max
p¥0

"
Rpp|at, St, ~ytq �

»
Θ

F pp|θqπtpθ|at, St, ~ytqV FI
t�1pq|θqdθ

�
»

Θ

F̄ pp|θqπtpθ|at, St, ~ytqV FI
t�1pq � 1|θqdθ

*
, (A.7)

where V FI
t pq|θq is defined as the value function of a full-information system which

assumes that the true underlying parameter θ ¥ 0 of the exponential distribution is

known: for t � T, ..., 1 and q � 1, 2, ...,

V FI
t pq|θq � max

p¥0

 
pe�θp � p1 � e�θpq � V FI

t�1pq|θq � e�θp � V FI
t�1pq � 1|θq( , (A.8)

with V FI
t p0|�q � 0 and V FI

0 p�|�q � 0. The optimal solution to this system is unique

and can be determined by

pFIt pq|θq � θ�1 � V FI
t�1pq|θq � V FI

t�1pq � 1|θq, (A.9)

where V FI
t�1pq|θq can be computed easily based on the dynamic program (A.8) (see

Bitran and Mondschein 1997). The following scaling result can further simplify
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computation:

Proposition 22. For any given t, q, and θ,

(a) pFIt pq|θq � θ�1pFIt pq|1q and V FI
t pq|θq � θ�1V FI

t pq|1q.

(b) pISMt pq|at, St, ~ytq � St � pISMt pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq.

Proof. First, prove Part (a) by backward induction. From the result that pFIt pq|θq �
θ�1�V FI

t�1pq|θq�V FI
t�1pq�1|θq, it is straightforward to verify that pFI1 pq|θq � θ�1pFI1 pq|1q

and V FI
1 pq|θq � θ�1V FI

1 pq|1q. Now assume this is true for the case of t � 1. Then,

for the case of t, we have

pFIt pq|θq � θ�1 � V FI
t�1pq|θq � V FI

t�1pq � 1|θq

� θ�1r1 � V FI
t�1pq|1q � V FI

t�1pq � 1|1qs

� θ�1pFIt pq|1q,

where the second equality follows from induction assumption and the last equality

follows from the definition of pFIt pq|1q. From (A.8), it is also easy to verify that

V FI
t pq|θq � θ�1V FI

t pq|1q. Thus, this completes the induction proof.

Next, prove Part (b). According to (A.7) and Proposition 22(a), we can deduce

the first-order condition for pISMt pq|at, St, ~ytq:

r1 � V FI
t�1pq|1q � V FI

t�1pq � 1|1qs � ϕpp|at, St, ~ytq � pϕpp|at � 1, St, ~ytq � 0. (A.10)
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Let pSt � pISMt pq|at, St, ~ytq and p1
t � pSt {St and , we then have

r1 � V FI
t�1pq|1q � V FI

t�1pq � 1|1qs � ϕpp1
t |at, 1, ~yt{Stq � p1

t � ϕpp1
t |at � 1, 1, ~yt{Stq

� Satt �
#
r1 � V FI

t�1pq|1q � V FI
t�1pq � 1|1qs � S�att ϕppSt {St|at, 1, ~yt{Stq

� pSt � S�pat�1q
t ϕppSt {St|at � 1, 1, ~yt{Stq

+

� Satt
 r1 � V FI

t�1pq|1q � V FI
t�1pq � 1|1qs � ϕppSt |at, St, ~ytq � pSt ϕppSt |at � 1, St, ~ytq

(
� 0

where the first equality follows from the definition of p1
t , the second from (A.6),

and the third from (A.10). Hence, p1
t � pISMt pq|at, 1, ~yt{Stq, thus completing the

proof.

Given the initial gamma prior with parameters pa, Sq, applying Proposition 22

and some calculus, it can be shown that the ISM heuristic solution for period T is

given by:

pISMT pq|a, S,Hq � S
�
1 � V FI

T�1pq|1q � V FI
T�1pq � 1|1q�

a� 1 � V FI
T�1pq|1q � V FI

T�1pq � 1|1q ,

where V FI
T�1pq|1q can be determined from (A.8).

A.2.3 BZ Heuristic

Besbes and Zeevi (2009) proposes three algorithms. Here, we adapt their Algorithm

3 (p. 1415), which characterizes a parametric setting in which a single parameter

is unknown, to our problem with an exponential WTP: First choose an exploration

period ∆ � 2, ..., T � 1. Then, for each ∆, do the following. (a) Exploration: Apply

pmpa, S,Hq � S
a�1

in periods T, ..., T � ∆ � 1 as long as inventory is positive. If no

more units are in stock, stop. Compute d̂ � pqT � qT�∆q{∆. (b) Exploitation: If
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d̂ P p0, 1q, compute θ̂ � a�1
S
rlog ∆ � logpqT � qT�∆qs. Apply tpFIt pqt|θ̂qut�T�∆,...,1 to

the rest of the selling season, where pFIt p�|�q is defined by (A.9). Otherwise, apply

pmpa, S,Hq � S
a�1

in periods T � ∆, ..., 1. Finally, calculate the performance for

∆ � 2, ..., T � 1 and pick the best performing one.

A.2.4 Generalization to the Weibull Distribution

We can generalize the analysis on the exponential distribution to the Weibull dis-

tribution family. Specifically, let us assume the customer WTP follows a Weibull

distribution given by fpx|θq � kθxk�1e�θx
k

with k ¥ 1 (when k � 1, the Weibull

distribution reduces to the exponential distribution) and the initial prior is an (un-

normalized) gamma distribution with parameters pa, Sq.
In this case, if there is an exact observation x, it can be shown that the updated

(unnormalized) prior is a gamma distribution with parameters pa�1, S�xkq. If there

is a right-censored observation x, the posterior becomes a gamma distribution with

parameters pa, S�xkq. If there is a left-censored observation x, the posterior becomes

a mixture of two gamma distributions with parameters pa, Sq and pa, S � xkq.
In our two-sided censoring problem, let us suppose that at the beginning of period

t, there have been nt left-censored observations y1, ..., ynt , and T�t�nt right-censored

observations x1, ..., xT�t�nt . Let at � a, St � S �°T�t�nt

i�1 xki and ~yt � ryk1 , ..., yknt
s.

Then the updated prior for period t is given by

πtpθ|at, St, ~ytq � θa�1e�Stθ
nt¹
i�1

�
1 � e�y

k
i θ
	

which is a mixture of gamma distributions with the same shape parameter a but

different scale parameters involving St and all possible combinations of yk1 , ..., yknt
.

Thus, like in the exponential distribution case, we can use pa, St, ~ytq to represent

the state of the prior distribution at the beginning of period t in this case. With

some proper modification of formulations, all the heuristic formulas derived and the
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scaling results of Propositions 9-22 can be generalized to the Weibull distribution

family.
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Appendix B

Proofs for Chapter 3

Proof. (Proposition 12) First prove (a). Following the assumption that q is suffi-

ciently large, dynamic programs (3.1) and (3.3) reduce to

V �
t pπq � max

p

#
p

Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�1

d � bjpd, pq �
Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�0

bjpd, pq � V �
t�1pπ1pdqAq

+
, (B.1)

where

π1jpdtq �
bjpd, pq � πj°K
j�1 bjpd, pq � πj

, 1 ¤ j ¤ K,
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and

V :
t pπq � max

p

#
p

Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�0

d � bjpd, pq �
Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�0

bjpd, pq � V :
t�1pπAq

+

� max
p

#
p

Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�0

d � bjpd, pq � V :
t�1pπAq

+

� max
p

#
p

Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�0

d � bjpd, pq
+
� V :

t�1pπAq

� pmpπtq
Ķ

j�1

πj

ḑ̄

d�0

d � bjpd, pmpπtqq � V :
t�1pπAq, (B.2)

where pmpπq � arg minptp
°
j πj

°
d d � bjpd, pqu is the myopic price under π, and

V �
0 p�q � V :

0 p�q � 0.

With an unnormalized prior transformation, systems (B.1) and (B.2) reduce to:

for t � T, ..., 1

Ṽ �
t pπ̃q � max

p

#
p
¸
j

π̃j
¸
dt

dt � bjpdt, pq �
¸
dt

Ṽ �
t�1pπ̃1pdtqAq

+
, (B.3)

where π̃1pdtqj � bjpdt, pqπ̃j, 1 ¤ j ¤ K, and

Ṽ :
t pπ̃q � pmpπ̃q

¸
j

π̃j
¸
dt

dt � bjpdt, pmpπ̃qq � Ṽ :
t�1pπ̃Aq, (B.4)

with Ṽ �
0 p�q � Ṽ :

0 p�q � 0. It can be shown that Ṽ �
t p�q and Ṽ :

t p�q are equivalent to V �
t p�q

and V :
t p�q, respectively.

For a T -period problem that starts with initial prior π̃T , denote p:T pπ̃T q �
tp:T , ..., p:1u as the open-loop policy, where it is easy to see that p:t � pmpπ̃TAT�tq.
The expected revenue of implementing the open-loop policy to the original system

is Ṽ OL
T pπ̃T q, which can be determined recursively by: for t � T, ..., 1

Ṽ OL
t pπ̃q � p:t

¸
j

π̃j
¸
dt

dt � bjpdt, p:tq �
¸
dt

Ṽ OL
t�1 pπ̃1pdtqAq,
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with Ṽ OL
0 p�q � 0. We want to prove Ṽ OL

T pπ̃T q � Ṽ :
T pπ̃T q for all T and π̃T .

By definition, Ṽ OL
0 p�q � Ṽ :

0 p�q � 0, and also
°
d Ṽ

OL
0 pπ̃1pdqAq � Ṽ :

0 pπ̃Aq for any

π̃. It is then straightforward to see that

Ṽ OL
1 pπ̃1q � p:1

¸
j

π̃1,j

¸
d1

d1 � bjpdt, p:1q �
¸
d1

Ṽ OL
0 pπ̃11pd1qAq

� pmpπ̃1q
¸
j

π̃1,j

¸
d1

d1 � bjpdt, pmpπ̃1qq �
¸
d1

Ṽ OL
0 pπ̃11pd1qAq

� pmpπ̃1q
¸
j

π̃1,j

¸
d1

d1 � bjpdt, pmpπ̃1qq � Ṽ :
0 pπ̃1Aq

� Ṽ :
1 pπ̃1q

for any π̃1.

Now suppose Ṽ OL
t pπ̃tq � Ṽ :

t pπ̃tq and
°
d Ṽ

OL
t pπ̃1pdqAq � Ṽ :

t pπ̃Aq hold for t �
0, 1, ..., T � 2. We will prove Ṽ OL

T pπ̃T q � Ṽ :
T pπ̃T q and

°
d Ṽ

OL
T�1pπ̃1pdqAq � Ṽ :

T�1pπ̃Aq
and thus complete induction. Obviously

Ṽ OL
T pπ̃T q � pmpπ̃T q

¸
j

π̃T,j
¸
dT

dT � bjpdT , pmpπ̃T qq �
¸
dT

Ṽ OL
T�1pπ̃1T pdT qAq and

Ṽ :
T pπ̃T q � pmpπ̃T q

¸
j

π̃T,j
¸
dT

dT � bjpdT , pmpπ̃T qq � Ṽ :
T�1pπ̃TAq.

So it is sufficient to prove
°
d Ṽ

OL
T�1pπ̃1pdqAq � Ṽ :

T�1pπ̃Aq for all π̃. We have
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¸
d

Ṽ OL
T�1pπ̃1pdqAq

�
¸
d

#
p:T�1

¸
j

rπ̃1pdqAsj
¸
dT�1

dT�1bjpdT�1, p
:
T�1q �

¸
dT�1

Ṽ OL
T�2ppπ̃1pdqAq1pdT�1qAqq

+

�
¸
d

pmpπ̃Aq
¸
j

rπ̃1pdqAsj
¸
dT�1

dT�1bjpdT�1, p
mpπ̃Aqq �

¸
d

¸
dT�1

Ṽ OL
T�2ppπ̃1pdqAq1pdT�1qAqq

� pmpπ̃Aq
¸
d

¸
j

¸
k

bkpd, pmpπ̃qqπ̃kAk,j
¸
dT�1

dT�1bjpdT�1, p
mpπ̃Aqq

�
¸
d

¸
dT�1

Ṽ OL
T�2ppπ̃1pdqAq1pdT�1qAqq

� pmpπ̃Aq
¸
j

rπ̃Asj
¸
dT�1

dT�1bjpdT�1, p
mpπ̃Aqq �

¸
d

¸
dT�1

Ṽ OL
T�2ppπ̃1pdqAq1pdT�1qAqq

� pmpπ̃Aq
¸
j

rπ̃Asj
¸
dT�1

dT�1bjpdT�1, p
mpπ̃Aqq �

¸
d

Ṽ :
T�2pπ̃1pdqA2q

� pmpπ̃Aq
¸
j

rπ̃Asj
¸
dT�1

dT�1bjpdT�1, p
mpπ̃Aqq �

¸
d

Ṽ OL
T�2pπ̃1pdqA2q

� pmpπ̃Aq
¸
j

rπ̃Asj
¸
dT�1

dT�1 � bjpdT�1, p
mpπ̃Aqq � Ṽ :

T�2pπ̃A2q

� Ṽ :
T�1pπ̃Aq

where the second and third equalities follow from definition, the fourth equality is

obtained by reversing the order of summation, and the fifth, sixth, and seventh equal-

ities follow from induction assumptions. The proof for part (a) is hence complete.

Part (b) results from a straightforward adaptation of the proof of Proposition

6.2.1 in Bertsekas (2000, p. 288).

Proof. (Proposition 13) The first inequality is obvious. Let Gtpp|πq and G:
tpp|πq

denote the two objective functions in (3.5) and (3.6), respectively. Since b1ppq ¤ b2ppq
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for all p, B
Bπ
b̄pp|πq � b2ppq � b1ppq ¥ 0. Apparently, if p   V :

t�1pπq, G:
tpp|πq ¤

V :
t�1pπq; if p ¥ V :

t�1pπq, G:
tpp|πq ¥ V :

t�1pπq. So p:tpπq ¥ V :
t�1pπq. As a result, it is

straightforward to show that

V :
t�1pπq ¤ V :

t pπq ¤ p:tpπq. (B.5)

Next, we prove by induction that V :
t pπq decreases in π for all t. When t � 1,

this can be easily verified. Suppose it also holds for V :
t�1. Let π1   π. There are two

possible scenarios. 1) If p:tpπq ¤ V :
t�1pπ1q, then V :

t pπq ¤ p:tpπq ¤ V :
t�1pπ1q ¤ V :

t pπ1q,
where the first and the third inequalities follow from (B.5). 2) If p:tpπq ¡ V :

t�1pπ1q,
then

V :
t pπq � p:tpπq � bpp:tpπq|πq � b̄pp:tpπq|πq � V :

t�1pπq

¤ p:tpπq � bpp:tpπq|πq � b̄pp:tpπq|πq � V :
t�1pπ1q

� p:tpπq � b̄pp:tpπq|πq � pp:tpπq � V :
t�1pπ1qq

¤ p:tpπq � b̄pp:tpπq|π1q � pp:tpπq � V :
t�1pπ1qq

� G:
tpp:tpπq|π1q ¤ V :

t pπ1q,

where the first inequality follows from induction assumption, and the second in-

equality results from the facts that B
Bπ
b̄pp|πq ¥ 0 and that p:tpπq � V :

t�1pπ1q ¡ 0. The

induction is thus complete.

Finally, we use induction again to prove V :
t pπq ¥ V �

t pπq. By construction, V :
1 pπq �

V �
1 pπq. Suppose V :

t�1pπq ¥ V �
t�1pπq for any π. Then for any π and p, we have

V :
t�1pπq ¥ V :

t�1p b1ppqπbpp|πq
q ¥ V �

t�1p b1ppqπbpp|πq
q, where the first equality follows from the mono-

tonicity of V :
t�1pπq and the second from induction assumption. As such, Gtpp|πq ¥

G:
tpp|πq for all p, and the proof for V �

t pπq ¤ V :
t pπq for any t and π is complete.
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Proof. (Proposition 14) Having b1ppq and b2ppq so defined, we have

bpp|πq �

$'&
'%

1 � π, p ¤ w,

αp1 � πq, w   p ¤ w,

0, p ¡ w.

The one-period problem is V �
1 pπq � maxptG1pp|πqu � maxptpbpp|πqu. Apparently,

G1pp|πq ¤ G1pw|πq for p ¤ w, G1pp|πq ¤ G1pw|πq for w   p ¤ w, and G1pp|πq � 0

for p ¡ w. This means that p�1pπq � w or w. By a similar argument, for any

t and π, both pOLt pπq and pOLFCt pπq take one of these two values, which we shall

exclusively focus on. Thus, V �
1 pπq � maxtp1� πqw, αp1� πqwu. Since it is assumed

that 0   α   w{w   1, V �
1 pπq � p1 � πqw, and p�1pπq � w.

Consider the OL policy. For a two-period problem, V :
2 pπq � maxtp1 � πqw �

πV :
1 pπq, αp1 � πqw � p1 � α � απqV :

1 pπqu. So we have p:2pπq � w if

V :
1 pπq � p1 � πqw ¡ w � αw

1 � α
. (B.6)

Assume condition (B.6), then

V :
2 pπq � αp1 � πqw � p1 � α � απqp1 � πqw

¥ αp1 � πqw � p1 � α � απqp1 � πqw

� p1 � απqp1 � πqw

¥ p1 � πqw � V :
1 pπq.

Similarly, in a three-period problem, p:3pπq � w if and only if V :
2 pπq ¡ w�αw

1�α
, which

holds true because V :
2 pπq ¥ V :

1 pπq ¡ w�αw
1�α

. That is, p:3pπq � w. In other words, for

any π that satisfies (B.6), the OL policy is p:3pπq :� tp:3, p:2, p:1u � tw,w,wu.
Then consider the OLFC policy. By construction, pOLFC3 pπq � p:3pπq � w. After

updating, pOLFC2 pπ1q � p:2pπ1q � w if (B.6) does not hold for π1 � π
1�α�απ

, which
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means

p1 � αqp1 � πq
1 � α � απ

w   w � αw

1 � α
. (B.7)

Assume that (B.7) is also met, according to (3.7), we then have

V OLFC
3 pπq � V OL

3 pπq

� rαp1 � πqw � p1 � α � απqV OLFC
2 p π

1 � α � απ
qs

� rαp1 � πqw � p1 � α � απqV OL
2 p π

1 � α � απ
qs

� p1 � α � απqrV OLFC
2 p π

1 � α � απ
q � V OL

2 p π

1 � α � απ
qs

� p1 � α � απqtp1 � π

1 � α � απ
qw

� rαp1 � π

1 � α � απ
qw � p1 � α � α

π

1 � α � απ
qV OL

1 p
π

1�α�απ

1 � α � α π
1�α�απ

qsu

� p1 � αqp1 � πqw � tαp1 � αqp1 � πqw � rp1 � αqp1 � α � απq � απs

r1 � π

p1 � αqp1 � α � απq � απ
swu

� αp1 � αqp1 � πqpw � wq   0,

where the first equality results from pOLFC3 pπq � p:3 � w, the third equality results

from pOLFC2 p π
1�α�απ

q � w and p:2 � w, and the fourth equality follows from V OL
1 pπq �

V �
1 pπq � p1 � πqw for any π. In other words, conditions (B.6) and (B.7) combined

ensure that OLFC results in less revenue than does OL. By rearranging (B.6) and

(B.7), one obtains the expression stated in the proposition.
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Appendix C

Proofs for Chapter 4

Proof. (Proposition 15) The equality follows from collapsing the state space in

problem (4.6). The inequality follows from relaxing constraints in problem (4.1).

Proof. (Proposition 16)

For (a), in order to prove the result for a (stationary) infinite-horizon problem,

we only need to consider a finite-horizon problem with V T�1p�q � 0 and show the

result by induction. Clearly V T�1p�q is convex. Assume that V t�1p�q is also convex.

Thus, V t�1pw � m � δ � nq is jointly convex in pm,wq for each δ and n. For t,

the objective function Gtpm,wq is jointly convex in pm,wq because each of its three

terms is so. According to the preservation of convexity through partial minimization

(see Theorem A.4 in Porteus 2002), V tpwq � minmGtpm,wq is a convex function

since the feasible region 0 ¤ m ¤ w is also convex.

For (b), the first two terms in the objective function are separable in m and w, so

are both submodular. For each δ and n, V pw �m� δ � nq is submodular in (m,w)

by the convexity of V p�q. Hence, Gpm,wq is submodular in pm,wq.
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The proof of (c) is similar to that of Theorem 3 in Truong (2005). That m�pwq
is increasing follows from (b) and the fact that the feasible region is a lattice. For

any w, let m � m�pwq and denote binomial random variables as Bk � Binpk, ξq for

k � 1, 2, .... We have

Gpm� 2, w � 1q �Gpm� 1, w � 1q

� W pw �m� 1q �W pw �mq � Erfpm� 2 � εqs � Erfpm� 1 � εqs

� γErV pw �m� δ �Bm�ε�1 �B1 � 1qs � γErV pw �m� δ �Bm�ε�1q

¥ W pw �m� 1q �W pw �mq � Erfpm� 1 � εqs � Erfpm� εqs

� γErV pw �m� δ �Bm�ε�1 �B1 � 1q � V pw �m� δ �Bm�ε�1qs

� W pw �m� 1q �W pw �mq � Erfpm� 1 � εqs � Erfpm� εqs

� γp1 � ξqErV pw �m� δ �Bm�ε�1q � V pw �m� δ �Bm�ε�1 � 1qs

¥ W pw �m� 1q �W pw �mq � Erfpm� 1 � εqs � Erfpm� εqs

� γp1 � ξqErV pw �m� δ �Bm�εq � V pw �m� δ �Bm�ε � 1qs

� Gpm� 1, wq �Gpm,wq ¥ 0,

where the two inequalities follow from the convexity of fp�q and V p�q, respectively.

Hence, m�pw � 1q ¤ m� 1 � m�pwq � 1.

Proof. (Proposition 17) For any δt, nt, and ~xt, since mt � m�pδt � nt � |~xt|q ¥ 0,

it only remains to show mt � |~zt| � δt � nt � |~xt| and ~zt � pzt�1, zt�2, ...q ¥ 0. The

former can be easily seen from the way the solution pmt, zt�1, zt�2, ...q is constructed.

For i � 1, 2, ..., to show that zt�i ¥ 0, it suffices to show that mt�i ¥ nt�i. We have

mt�i � m�pwt�iq � m�pwt�i�1 �mt�i�1 � ξmt�i�1q

¥ m�pwt�i�1q �mt�i�1 � ξmt�i�1

� mt�i�1 �mt�i�1 � nt�i � nt�i,
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where the inequality comes from m�pw � 1q ¤ m�pwq � 1 for any w ¥ 0. Therefore,

the solution is optimal.

Proof. (Proposition 18) This result is straightforward by the way constraints in

problem (4.1) are relaxed.

Proof. (Proposition 19) Again, it suffices to consider a finite-horizon problem with

9VT�1p�q � 0.

For (a), it trivially holds for T � 1. Assume that it also holds for t � 1. As

a result, 9Vt�1pn,w � m � δ � n1q is jointly convex in pm,n,wq for each δ and n1,

since convexity is preserved under affine transformation. Now that the objective

function 9Gtpm,n,wq is jointly convex in its arguments as each of its three terms is

so, 9Vtpn,wq � minm 9Gtpm,n,wq is also jointly convex under partial minimization.

For (b), the results trivially hold for T �1. Assume that they also holds for t�1.

For t, the first two terms in the objective function Gtpm,n,wq are separable in m

and w , so are both submodular. For fixed δ, V t�1pn1, w�m� δ�n1q is submodular

in (m,w) by the convexity and submodularity of V t�1p�, �q, following an argument

similar to the Proof of Theorem 1(b) in Liu et al. (2019). Thus, Gtpm,n,wq is

submodular in its arguments. V tpn,wq is therefore also submodular in its arguments

by submodularity preservation under partial minimization.

(c) directly follows from (b) and the fact that the feasible region is a lattice.
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